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NOTICE

This report was preplred as an accOunt of work sponsored by the
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United
States Diglariment of Energy, nor soy of their employees, nuiluu any
werranty, expreu or implRid, or assumes any legal liability or
responsibility for the.ecturicy, completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference
herein to any specific commercial productproesss, or service by
trade name, mark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not nesesserily
bonstinite or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by
the United States Government or ony agency thereof. The views and
opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of ihe United States Government or env agency therepf/
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Introduction

The Mnjor emphasis in Energy Systems, Present----Future, is that energy
flows through systems. An introduction to'energy flow and to flow-
charts is presented. This is followed by analysis of'common,exampres
ofimportant energy flow syStems. The third section is the examina-
tion of short term energy options. The last section looks at energy
:alternatives for future options.

These eneigy.systems are approachL1 through a theme of outer space
visitors. The extra-terrestrials, called Solardroids', add a uniqüe
perspective to this packet.

Lessons

The twelve lessons are structured*so that they may be integrated
into scienee,classes in 7th, 8th and/or 9th grades, There is suffi-

,.cient material and challenge for twelve class periods. Suggestions
are made for extension of.study over a longer period of time. 'These
lessons'have been labeled Optional.

Thies material has been prepared for teachers of three different
grade levels. It is intpnded to Accommodate leachers who use dif-
ferent teaching styles. This joint accommodalion can be seen in
the implementation.of the decision to suggest ways in which some
students role-play extra-terrestrials and contribute fun to the
class along with an alien perspective'to the,various topics. Any
,teachers preferring other teaching imethods'ithan the one provlded
may adapt either particular lessons or all of the lessons, and will
find that the maeerials are organized so this can be done rather

6
Extra-terrestrials (Solardr4d0_

SuggFsted ways extra-terrestrials may be used in the lessdns are as
ieport givers, which puts students'into a pagition of talking to
each other abbut energy; role-playing; small woUp reports; in-
quirers; leaders; etc.tAssigning the extra-terrestrial roles to
different students in the various lessons would allow, for more stu-
dent involvement; The suggested extra-terrestrial serip0 can be
read verbatim, but the students are invited to imProve upon them
ahd use their own words.ite

Metric

In Ogaling-with ehe many Urge numbess involved in.these lessons, -
regular use is msde of the first six prefixes from the modern metric

. system.known aS,SLe SysteMe Internationale d'Unites-or the Inter,.
.national System of Uilirs). -

I.
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SI Prefixes

Factor Prefix 'Symbol

10
18

15
10

12
10

9
10

6
10

3

.

10
2

,101
. 10

4xa
peta
tera

giga
mega.
kilo
.hecto

deka

G ,

h

da

Factor Prettx _Symbol

c.

*deci

centi
milli
micro
n$no
pico
femta.

atto a

Since the signing into law of theCnited States Metric
Act (Public Law #94-186) on December 23, 1975, science
have an obligation to help their students learn tt
metric system. This includes.uaing.the recomme
measurement which for epergy is the joule, symbo
though the preceding ta$le associates each ilref
ten factor, there is merit it students occasion
*equivalents wriigen out as on the right in the,

2 x 10 3 r 2,000,000,009,000,000,00
4

Among the many materials the National Bureau
teachers ts "Working with the Modernized Me
scale wall chart, NBS Special Eublicatpn

Teacher Materials

Conversion
teachers

use the modern
ed e units of ,

ized a Al-
with a p wer

lly seeing the
llowing example:

Standards has'for
c System," a full

The portion pf the energy Curriculum mater 's directed to the
teacher includes: 4

'An Overview ich briefly describes the majoi thrust of
each lesson-

, 7,

sir

ors

.

Objectivea which state in behavioral terms
mance-shoUld be expected of students;

what perfor-

A list of Materials needed to conduct each lesson; and

"Background Information for teachers which is.found at the
beginning of each lesson:on the teacherd edition o(each
flowcharttand in reference material.

Student Materials

It is easy to repraducP the material appropriate for distribution
to each.individual student on a Xrox, Thermofax machine, or by
making a duplicating master. In addition, some of the material may
be reproduced as transparendies felt use on 'an overhead projector.
Use of the.overhead projector makes,posaible blocking out some of
the material on a flowchartwith a piece of paper or cardboard so
that attention can be focused on a particular pertIon of the flow-
chart., After one'portion is presented another portion dan be re-
vealed and theprocess repehted until 0.1 portions have beelpre-
seated and, the entire flowchart can Be sheen as a whole.

csi



Unit I, Le s 1: Energy Flow through.the U.S. Food Suppl4System

Overview This fiFst lesson involves energy inputs, losses, and output in
' the U. food sugply system. As energy flows through the 'system,

food isegrown, processed, distributed, prepared and eaten. The
First Law of Thermodynamics is exTlained.

Role-playing The class is introduced to the Solardroids. "Illey wkll'ask questions,
and in general introduce a different perspective into the classroom.
Solardroids convert energy internally at 100% efficiency. They do not
understand step-by-step conversion of-energy from one form to another.
The SOlirdroids are amazed at Earthlings' Or6cesses of energy conversion.
As intelligent beings, the Solardroids are able to translate into
English their communication patterns which are not understandable to
Earthlings. Through the theme of extraterrestrials landing on Earth,
the use of role-playing is cairied out in the twelve lessons. These
Solar should be active learmers throughoutasking questions
'when th don't understand; leading gnoup discussions and experiments;
giving presentation0 of topics "t,hey know about, e.g., fission and
fusion. The purpose of the role-playing "game" is to provide the
Solardrnds with file information they need in order to gdt bacli to

, their own-galaxy.

Background Although it s known thaf.sunlight (solar energy) is a major source-Information of food's energy (solar energy is changed into the chemical energy of
food through photosyilthesis), it is also true that,a surprisingly
large amount of fossil fuel energy (oil, natural gas and coal) is
used in the U.S.-to get food'to the ttabld. Tracing the energy
flow in the food supply system requires keeping track of the energy
ihat goes into each step and aTho the energy that is wasted either .
becatise it is net converted into food energy or because the fo.od itself
is thrown away.,

Through the Law of Conservation of energy which states that energy is
neither created nor destroyed, all 'energy input must be accoUnted for
at each step.

Energy exists in many different forms: radiatibn (which includes
light) , motidn (cars, trucks, pipelinesr, motors, eto.) or as heat
energy. It is also available-as stored_energy (potelitial energy) in
food or the fossil fuels, for instance. Energy is converted for use.
Conversions occur at each Step in the system. Sunlight is cOnverted
to chemical energy bY plants; gasoline is converted to heat energy and
mechanical energy by tractors. This study of the flow of energy'throbgh
the food systeiu (and-the systems whiCh follow) will identify these
various conversions and the efficiency with which they take place.

The energy problems which will come tillght in this and the following
lessons are not that the world is "&nning out of energy" or even
Using it up, but thatthete is difficulty converting enough of tpe
avallaBle energy into the necessary forms. "Energy losses", therefore,
refet to energy that is converted or otherwise escapes info a form
that is no longer useful.

7
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Objectilves student should be able to:

L. Explain the phrase "wg eat fossil fuels".
2. List the major typas of energy inputs, conversions and losses

Materials

in the fobd supply system.a

3. Give an operational definition of efficiency.
4. Use a_flowchart.

1. Cracker (or o4her food)
2. Flowchart Worksheet (Activity 1, Teacher-and.5taent Edition)
3. (Optional) "Toast", lilm available fromlBullfrog

Oley, Pennsylvania'19547; color, 11 minutes.
.4. U.S. Food Supply System Energy F owchart (Figure 1, Teacher

and Student Edition)
5. Stopwatch
6. Dirtionary
7. (Optional) Calculators (2-10)
B. Covered wire
9. q batteries

10. Flashlight bulbs
o

Teaching Suggestions

Before beginning this lesson students
could complete the Energy Actitude Sur-

Vey, Figure 14, page 82, Uri4 III,
Lesson 2. This wouad provide a mea-
sure of a potential change in /
students' attitudes. \

.\

1., Begin with thej.ntoduction of.the
Solardroids. A Vlardibid introduces the
outer space visitors. \

Solardroid Costumes:
A large star made from aluminum foil to
be worn on chest; headgear such as an-
tennae; belts with lights.that blink made
from wire, C batteries and flaShlAght bulbs

;;).

Comment aty -

1. Aolardroid: Your assignment isk to intro-
duce yourself and the other4extrate4estrials
to the "Earthling" students.

"We...are...fr3m...another...world. Our...
starship...became...lost...in...space. We...
have...landed...here. 4Do...you...eall...
this...place...EARTB?

Wemare...golaTdroids.
You...are...Earthrings? Our...planet...uses'

ye...need." ,

Earthlings: "STARLIGHT ENERGY? What s that?"

Solardroid:
has...been...used...so.
...countless...years.

.know.. It... .

:don't...study
.any...more."

4
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Optional: Have studentsonake 4 x 8
wall mural of the wreckea:space ship.

2. The end results of eating rbod are
the production of,heat, muscular,work,
body maintenance, and 'wuste materials.i
10% of the food put on table's in the
U.S. is not eaten.by people. tWhy?

The short fi
priately sho

oast" could be appiv-
t this time.

1-

Introduce students to flowcharts. Use
flowchart worksheet.

3.- Ask students what kinds of food they
eat. Have them name some favorites.
Call on Earthling (a student). S/he says

e that s/he eats fossil fuels. You scowl
and ask him/her if s/he knOws.what fos-
sil fuels 'are. S/he replies. Give him/
her another funny look and ask the class.-
'for a show of hands of anyone els who
eats natural gas, oil, and clal. /(Later,
the_fact thai much of the energy in the
food we eat come% froM fossil fuels will
be presented.)

4. e the%tudents a.copy of the U.S.
,Food upply System Energy Flowchart,
Figure 1.

11.,

t

Earthlinggl "How will you get back to your
planet? You don't know how your energy
source works! What will you do here?,"

olardroid We. . . must. . . learn.. . about.
.Earth...energy. To...adjust...to...life...
.here. Or...to...learn...enough...to...help.

Our...first.

...energy...for...your...bodies?"

EarthlIngs: (Either describes eating or eats
something.)

Solardroid: "Does...that!..thing...that..."

you...put...in...your...mouth...give...you
....energy? What...happens...to....it...in-
side...your...bodies? Where...did...its...
_energy...come...from?"

Earthlings: (Explain eating.)

N

2. Due to spoilage, surplus, dislike, or
feeding to pets.

For students who have not prel.lously worked
with flowcharts, provide a,step by step
explanation.

'3: Earthlint: Your assignment is to have a
,discussion with your,teacher during class.
Your teacher will talk with the class about
the .things they eat ana will guestioil you.
You should reply, "Mostly what I eat is fOs-
siI fuel." The teacher asks you, "What are
fossil fuels?" Reply, "Natural gas, oil, and
coal are the.common fossil fuels," Try to
keep a straight tace and 'offeroo explanation.

(What you are beinrasked to_say is true in
ternis of the energy invested to prod6e the
food.)

7
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Explain that M..4 the abbreviation for
,"megajoule", is a unit of measurement for'
energy. The joule, is the recommended
metric-unit lor energy and the prefix,
mega means.one million. It is helpful in
developing-an understanding of the size
of a joule to tell the class th,t 200
joules of energy are reqUired each .second
for a person walking,and that.100 joules"
of energy.arydrequIred each second for F
keeping a larwatt Light bulb lit.

The joule is not a big unit of energy.
...where areQt1,66 loules in one food calorie
(kilogram calorie). Thus,:the.200
calories in a candy bar would 4i-44 you

'.enough energy to walk for 70 minutes.

5. Wheee does food originate? Use-this
either as a review or as a short inro-
duction to the information,

4

Ask students what ha,ppens to.food from
the time it leaves the farm until'it ar-
ril>es at a home or restaurant. Where in

A'
this flow is energy used?

vl Ask what hallens to\food at hoMe or in
restaurants which rgquires.energy.

Have a small group of students tiMe each
other walking for 5 seconds. This ases lpoo
joules. Have them walk around the rogOoktime
the walk, and figure the energy used in
joules'.

Example: 20 sec walk x 100 joules/sec ...

4000 joules

5.%Apod'originates as green Plants, grown
mosaft on farms,,ssing solar e gy in the
process of photosynthesis.

carbon dioxide + water + sunlight
plant pateeisl 4- oxygen

Aqimals eat plant material-1i-
Animal food products

t
* \,Teacher edition of Figure 1 showa.'some of

the.appropriate responses.

Cooking ref4
etc.

ration, keepini food warm,

...111Min

6. Go over Figure 1. Ask students what 6. 34 + 54,+ 51 139 Mj ormi.0out ten times
the potal amount of energy put into the. (14 MJ) as'Much energy comes-Tram fossil
system is, exclusive of the solat energy, fuels according to the numbers.on the chart.
and hgw this compares with the final 14 Mj
of energY in food on the table.

Ask students to compare this 139 Mj value
with the 33 MJ of energy in plant food
"at the faFm gate".

0

This eopparison is the basis for asserting
that we in the U.S are.eating fqssil fupl.

67.4 34 33 119_4.- 13_.!.

------"T"- 7

About 4 times more sall'fuel used'to_pro-

..
duce.farm goods as lar energy inPut. -1

,

'froduces with small'4MO'unt orwaste. 'The %.

general!idea is tq gelAtoore'and more output
foe-the same input. '

,

7.' Ask what is' meant When sbMeone or

something is described as being eyficient.
.4opk up the definition in the dictianary.

A

9 .

1.1

A ,
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Activ4ty: .Divide clasa into'small gr, oups'
of 5. students; give them 3 minutes tb or-
ganize themselves into a'tine. in.orderef .

&lei? height.and then eaCh touch hisiher
toes ten times. Students muç do this one
at a time:c Discuss efficiency relative to
all groups havift same inpUE.(number of
student); how 'efficient Were.they in
taining 'output; did they'get finished; how
muchextra,energy wa "lost" of expended
in trying to get finished; which group waa

"the' moat efficient in .doing the task?

8. Qptional:. :Suggest 4 general ratio
with the outAt in the numerator, output

input
When Output = Input there is 100Z ef-
ficiency.

Explain that in alwaltuation where
*energy, IA being conVerted from ofie form
(iqput energy) to' another {output energy),
thwratio, output energy , is.defined As

input energy
the-etficiency of the conversion.

9. Frod the Food SupplyS stem Energ
Flowchart have students ta1e the four
values representing the'inpu a into the
'systeA'and add'them. Similarly add the
two losses and the end use value of food
on the tables Why are these two suns
the Same?.

I

This Is an illustration.of the
Conservation of Energy.

LaW of

. .

44f.

So1ardroid:

that....energy?"

Selardroids are 100%.energy efficient.,

9. INPUTS

.46,880

54--Th
51

10.' Optional: If 66,880 Mj of.solar.en-
ergy falls on a field.and 66,241 Mj -is not
converted into plant:mStetial, 169 Mj -

(i.e., 66;880 Mj - 66,211 1141) has been
converted. This means:the efficiency of,
hia energy cpnversion isi output =

input
6691MJ = 0.01 or 41.

66,880. MJ

No energy conversion,can have an,effi-
oiency greater,thar100%, becagse it'is. ,
'impoisible to,Create energy.

44

67,019

WASTE AND OUTPUT

66,3

158
14

67,019

kr'

1/4

a.

?The energy going into this foodaUpplylaistem
equals the'energy coming out; thus, energy ia
neither created nor destroyed.

Potental Use of CalculatorSI: If, not all
students, 2 or'3 ehuld work with one cal-
culator.

ct
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11. Optional.: Of the 669 MJQf plant ma-.
terial from #10, only in or 67 NJ is har-
vgsted. This means that
669 NJ - 67 MJ),is,losyhe se.it is not
41arvested. An additioAal 34 Mj of el4rgy
is lost as waste heat fromAhe.operatIon
of farm machinery. What is the energy
loas in Ste? 1, Figure. 1?.

Why are the Solardroids laughing in
Figure 1?

-

Ask students to describe specifically
where additional energy is lost ,os the
food goes on to;end up on the tale
ready tor 'eating.

A total of 66,847 NJ (i.e., 661,211 NJ + 602 NJ
+.34 MJ) are lost in Step.1., Figure 1.

Their efficiency is 100% in converting.solar
(star)energy to negted uses-,

,f

Suggested answers are,foUnd in the right-hand
column of the Food $upply Systeet Energy*Fla0-

chart in the breakdowns of the 54 MJ ahd 51 Mj
inputs.

Have students make suggestions about how Suggested responses: Uses for plant refuse
not to Waste so 4Ch energy,in this sys- .Cut dawn on food waite
tem. Cut down on food packaging'



Activity 1--Teacher Edition
.ylowchart Workgheet.

Show the "pathwny" of the energy from yodr food from eating it 'to
the use you make of it. 'Do this as a flow chart.

Use the following symbols in your Food Flow Chart.

s Food.

:Jake (e.g., food
discarded, solid/li-
quid body waste)

,

. Chemical
Energy

.(houses energy

conversion)

Heat Energy

lb

Musd le (Motion)
Eneriy

Path

Energy from Conversion
[e.g., chemical (food) en-
ergy into energy of motion
(walking)]

Draw your flow chart here. Use symbols as.many times as necessary.
(A flowchart is a form of zapping. It maps an event. In this case,
energy flowing through the human liody is the event being mapped.)

4.

Teapher Note; 1. Food input
2. , Food mit eaten waste
3. Conversion of:food energy for body use
4. Conversion of energy to energy of motion
5.

6.
Conversion of energy to heat energy
Energy,:not used by body waste 11

7. Conviraion of energy Of motion Into heat _energy

Au`
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Activiiy 1Student, Edition
Flowchart Worksheet

Show the "pathway" of the eneIgy from:your food from eating it t
the use yOu make of it Do this as a flow chart. ,

Use the following symbols in your Food Flow Chart.

Food

Oaste

... Chemical

Imergy Energy trot
"Inversion
.6r

.

Draw your flow chart here. Use syMbols as many times as necessary.

= Heat Energy

,

a. Muscle (Motion)

Energy.

Path

d)

04.
1k
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Figure 1--Teacher Editlon m

U.S, Food SlipplY System Energy Flow
.

66,211 Mj solar energy
not coll'ected hy plants

602 M.I.plant refuse material
mot, harvested as food

34:MJ waste heat

66,880 MJ solar energy
Falling on

food-producing field

66,847 MO
'losses

34 MI
input

67 MJ in plant fooll
"at the farm gate"

, Mostly waste heat, but
spme.energy is represented
iri-food and other material 158 MJ
thrown &way in connection losses
with processing, prepata-
tion, cooking and packaging

ft

14 Mj food 'on the,

table; daily;
per person

-

Oil, gag, and coal used
on farm for elearicity',
fuel for machineri,., manu-
facture of machinery',

fertftizer, irrigation

Oil, gas, and coal used
to run food proCessing

.machinery, transportation,
packaging, and manufacture,
of machinery

Oil, gas, ,sinci coal used

in homes and TestaurantS
for refrigeration, cooking,

. Manufact re'of.e4uipment, etc,

M4'is .the,abbreviation for megajoule, a unit of measurement foi
is the basic recommended metric unit for 'energy and the prefix
Thus,,14 14.1 is the same as 14;000,000 joules. "

nergy. The-joule
ga.means one'million.
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.:..Unit /, Lesson 2% Ener .'Flow Tfitough.the Entire,Earth SIstem.

,
'

,
..

c-

Overview 'This lesson.describes the five pathways taken by the solar, energy which .
strikes the planet earth. The bending of light passing tHiough ctrtain
transparent objects is addressed along with reflection'and absorption.
The energy or heat or evaporation Which is assoCiated,with tpe phy'siCal
change'of.water from its riquid to gaseous state is given special
attention.

Background Visible light is but.one kind of radiation that is given off by eneiL,Information getic objects like the sun (and like radip antenna and X-ray qachinea).
,It is possible to tell the difference between Iotms of radiation and dia-,
tinguish between characteristics like color by the "wivelength" of.the
radiaiion. (A wavelength, is a measuremett for radiation which is, similar
to the'distance between two crests of waietwaves,)

Incoming solar radiation containp some "ultraviolet" light of short
wavelength and some "infrared" fidiation of longer'wavelength, but mostof it is in the.visible Wavielength-range. Visible light range%tcolor,
as can be seen by separating light:intolts component wsmelengt
a prism, ftom blue to red. Bluelight has the shortest 'waveledge.k (ahd 'is near the ultravioletas might.be expected), and red light has tile.
longest.

Solar radiation is the most important energy input to this planet.
After it strikes the -top of the atmosphere, howevet,.it interacts in
many different Ways with the matter of earth and powers many different
processes.' As it is "used" in the many ways of earth,,its wavelength is
shifted froM the visible region to infrared aid it'is radiated away .frot
earth into the deep realm of the universe These flowpaths are,Shown
in Figure 2.

in this lesson we will examine this flow of solar energy to earth through
some of its more important processes. In a more specific way studenta
will also examine the several things which can happen'to'iight when it

. falls'on an object. They discover what it'means to say that light is
reflected, transmitted and absorbed.

Objectives Students should be able to:
1. Describe five differenr pathways followed by ie energy in

sunlight falling on the planet earth.
2. Distinguish berween the reflection2,010msmission and absorp-

tion 0 light as it falls on an object.
3. Explain how energy'is involved with evapoiwtion.

'Materials 1 . A gl'itt
,

2. Water or,rubbing alcohol
3. Great. plant

)

4. A.Difference Batsman Whitit awl Black Objects. (Attiv ty 2)
'S. 2 boxes'

6. White and black paint sig

7. Thermometer
8. Bonding Light and Changing It Into Heat;(Actiyity 3)
9. Magnifying glass

10. Dry'paper
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Direct sunlight (or a 150 watt.sunlamp or photoflood lamp)
12. Two Effedts from Adding Heat Energy to Water (Activity '4, Teacher

and Student Edition).
13. ,Heat source
14. Container of water
15. Watch
16. Water Evaporation Process (Activity 5, Teacher and Student Edition)
17. Flashlight, globe
18. Solar Energy Flow Through the Planet Earth (Figure 2, Teacher

and Student Editjon)....

Teachin& Suggestions, Commentary

1. Show :the rainbow of colors resulting 1. .Solardroid
from the light passing through a glass by the window.
prism. This effect is caUsed by the prism
changing.the direction of travel of each
color of light by a different amount.

'

2. Figure'2 shows how the several: pro
cesses are combined in,a five.pathway en-
erg'y flow through the entire earth System.

Discuss.thiS flowchart; Solar Inetgy Flow
Through the Planet Earth Use as an over-
head transparency and/or indiVidual copies
for each student..

Have students point out on this energy
flowchart what each energy,pathway re-
presente.

What happens ta, sunlight as it reaches
the earth?

What happens to thelight, does all of
it come through?

What'happens when it reaches the ground?

.Accept tydents' questions about Figure 2.
'Have them label each pathway.

'3.11emonstrate that light tends to be re,
fif*ted by objects that are white.in color
arui4bsorbed by black coloted object a.- --Use

rble-lilaying with this'demonstration.

In:the black/Whita aCtivity,,don.'t forget
to notice that the blabk material gets
hot an,d that 1.t.r*Ciiates heat (infrared)
away. If 4 piece of blackened metal is
left.in the sunlight the .students can
leel this radiation. The analogy with
4AdiatiOn for t)e earth is then completq.

,

36

takes a prism and holds it

It'hits the earth's atmosphere.

No, sonie of it is reflected.' (Reflection
by a transparent,medium can.be'demonstrated
with water.)

It is absorbed.

,Have Solard o d do the .demonstration.

2,)
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In Figure .2, the top pathway is xefler:-
'

ticn ftom the atmospthere of the-earth.
The second pathway is absorption of-sun-
light before the energy ts returned to .

Space primarily in the form of infrared
1radiation.

4. PhotoSynthesis is the bOttOm path-
way indicated in' Figure 2. HaVe tu-
dents explain to'Solardroids how the
last pathway relates to earth's ener-
gy flow.

al

Have staents write a Solardroid script
'which would include this information.,

5. A'Solardraid has the assignmentlpn.
.thP tranzm1eionof ligh'through tran-
parent objects., The concentration or
,focUsing of light with a magnifypig glias
and the concentration Of solar ene'rgy on
,.one,spot emOhasizes that solar energy

converts to heat energy..

po the demonstrat

41,

on described in Activity 2.

,sUnlight.

'We...have...loOked...at...our...palblem. We

...right? Earth..'.people...seem...to...be...
Light..:

tends...to...be...reflected...by...white...
qbjetts.
Ajeots."

Earthling:.. "Planta and animals pass on ener-
gy as heat associated with their life pro-
cesses. When they die and decay, additional
heat is passed on. In the pasr some plants
.and animals becameskOssillzed'instead of de-

, Laying. When these fossil'fuels gre burned,
,tthe energy stored in them.is converted into

heat energy.

"What happena to Solardroids Mien you die?"

$olardroid; "Die? That...is...not...a-..
happening:,..on...planet:.:X. We...have...
always... ." (AlloW students to
flnish this explanation.)

.This'Osorption'and reflection applies ta
colors like.red, orange, green and violet.
Consider this green plant. It uses sunlight

,

to grow. What color'would it appear in gre0n
lightTAGreen;is correct.) What color
would it.appear in red light? (It would ap-
pear black.) Tlie green plant will' appear
"black in any color lighi otlier-than green or
white. This happens because a white light

.

like sunshine is made up of all colors bf4
light and when it strikes a. Plant Only the
-kreen light is reflected. Green plants.ab-
sorb and use,some tther cOlors like red,

-orange, and violet light. An object/appears
black (if you,can se It at all) because it'
absorbs ell colOrs of light and reflects none.

Solardrnid:
an...object ...i4hat

(Reflect, absorb.,:.and go,through.)

Point to the glass in the-window (or if your
classroom does not shiaMeN41114owsbring 1.1
pieoe pf clear glass, perhaps a bottle)..

To demonstrat6 the burning or scorching el,
pap'er using the magnifypg glass,:ued Activi-
ty 3. P

17
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,6. A large amount of sunlight-falls on .

'oceans.and lakes. This Solar energy
,eauSes the water-to change from its li-
quid form into, its gas form (water vapor
or stemq.

-Continue with the magnifying glass and
cause a small drop of water to boil and

.disappear. What happened to the water?
What common word is used to refer to,.
this change?

,
.44

Represent the process of evapdration on
the blackboard in the following way:

liquid + energy-- gaS

Place some water or alcohol on the skin of
several students and allow it to evaporate.
Ask Students, how does it feel? When does
this occur naturally? Explain.

,

'7. Optional: ActIvity 4 should be started
and the data collection begun. Walt until
near the end of the period before discus--
sing the,results.

a

It evaporated.

Evaporation.

Typical responses: It fetls cool. Cooling
of one's body when one sweats or perspires.
Heat, energy flows from the body.into.the
liquid as evaporation occurs.'

.

8. Continue discussing with the claas Students may draw a flowchart or label the
water vapor which is produce4 by evapo- Flowchart"Worksheet.,
ration. Have students draw a flowchart
of the water evaporation-process (See
25-26).. The water-vapor rises up in
.the air and eventually condenses, forming
.clouds and falling back to the surface
of the earth as'r4in oi some other form
Of'precipitation. If t falls on
ground above sea leyel some of it mill
form into streams and riVers. This .'

water ha.s sve.energy stored' in it be-
cause of ita location or Nsition. How
could energy bk.gotten -from positioh of
water? Where does this energy originate?

9) .A SolardrOid presents the energyof
wlnd.. Ocean currents and waves come also
originally from ogler energle They are .

a different cup of tea. They depend on
uneven heating, in the fact that the
eqUator is hot and the poles Fold.
'(Shine a flashlight on a.globe and ahow,,
,that lesa energy per unit area Will fan,
on the poles.) What effect will the.

. _white snow add ice haVe? (Xhis discus-,
aien'relates'to the next_.to the last path-
way on Figure 2.)

4.

Dams are built to use the water to help put,
its energy to use. In hydroelectric plants
the energy is converted into electrical energy.
Hydro energy can be seen,as coming originally
from solar energy.

9. Solirdroid:
...this...form...of'...energy.' The...sun...

heats...the..'.earth/s...atmOsphere...upevenle.

'air. jt...i.s...?ind...Energy."

6

Cools the air et the poles causing air
moyements.
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Ihe wind has been used on earth f,or such
things as propelling sailboats and.turn7
.ing windmills. The same sorts of conver-
sions of solar energy that cause the mo-
tions of, air known as winds, also cause
the motions of water in oceans known as

'waves and curients. .

Have the students brainstoim a listoof
ihings that they have done which used
wind or water current energy.

Discuss theresults of Activity4.

10. SupmaryT Incoming radiation is
a) reflected directly;,p) absorbed and
radiated; c) absorbed 6-y. water and
causes evaporation; d) absorbed by the
earth and causes wind and ocean currents;

'and e) used in photosynthesis.

Being blown on iceskates; flying kites;. wind-
mills; body surfing; etc.
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iLtivity
A Difference Between White and Black Objects

Materials 2 boxes
White and black paint or paper
Brushes
Thermometer

1. Paint two identical shoe boxes, one black and the
other white.

2. Make a small slit in, the end of each box.

3., Place both boxes in the sunlight for abbut 30 minutes.

4. Without opening the boxes, insert the thermometer and
record the t4mperature the boxes.

5. Is there any difference in the two temperatures?
Explain.
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Bending Light and C nging It Into.Heat

Materials Magnifying glass, wide diameter.
Dry paper

1

Direct sunlight (or a 150 watt sunlamp or photoffood lamp)

1: Find the distance of fdcus foe the magnifying Vass.
Do this by pointing the surface of the magnifyi1g.glaas
directly at the sun.

2. -Hold the maghifying glass at a particular angle and
slowly move it closer.to and fiarther away from a flat /
'piece of paper.

. ,3. Watch for the appearance of,a small bright spot oh the
paper. Wheh this,bright spot appears, note the dis-
tance that the magnifying glass is from the paper. This
is the distance of focus (focal distance) and is.how far
you should hold the magnifying glass away from the paper
you are trying t0 scorph or-burn for the demonstration.

Safety Precaution: Have a bucket of water available.

wmt.

21 c
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Activity .4--Teacher Edition
Two Effects from Adding Heat Energy 'to Water

Heat source
Containesaof water
Thermometer
Watch

la An arrangement for boiling,water is needed. Start vith no
more than 200 ml fabout a .cup) of water. Heat'energy is
shown flowing into' the water continuously. .

2., Take'the temperature of'the water At one minute intervals.
, a

This shows that the water temperature increase's to 100°C
(212°F) and then stops rising.

Satple Table

Whet happens to the heat energy flowing into t)ie water once
it

7
stops increasing the temperature of the water? This heat

energy is required to change liquid water at'100°C kftto
gaseous water, at 100°C.

4. Note the absence mf any teMperature.chang:e

5. .Collect the data intabul.irjorm.

6. Make a graph like that'to the 'right 'beiow.
a

Time in Tempereture
Minutes in dekrees

0
80

' 87

93

98

100 V
100
100

.-100-
8 100

100
10- 100

2

3

'4

5

6

7

'100

4o
80

70

60

5

40

30

20

10

Sample Graph

1101111111111111111111

MIN
MI
1111

Mil

----1---1

I
Time in Minutes

410

I.
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Activity AStudent'Edition
lwo Effects from Addin. Heat ner. to Water

?Meat _source .

'Container of water
Thermometer
Watch

17 .An arrangement fo.r boiling water is needed. StArt with .

no,more than no ml (about a cup) ofNwatipr.,
7Heat energy-is shown flowing into the wiEdr:

7

2. Take the teMperature of the water at one minute intervals.
This shows that the water tempep.ture increasea to 106° C
(212° F) and'Ithen stops Tising.

3. What hap2ens to the heat/energy flowing into the water
'once it stops increasing the temperature of the water?

4, Note the abSence of any temperature change:

5. Collect the data in tabular form.
.

6. Make a graph on the aext page.

I \
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in Minutes
Temperature,
in Degree§ C,Time

o

1 3

2

3

4

5

te

7

8

V,
9.

80.

50

ACT"'

30.

20:1

0'
1 5

Time in Minutes

113



Activity 5--Teacher Edition
Water Evaporation Process a

4.1
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Activity 5Student Edition
Water Evaporation Process

a

1.

ea6h label oh the appropriate step.in the flowchart.

.CLOUDS RIVER

6.)

SUN (Solar Energy) CONDENSING,

RAINS: 'ENERGY

WATER

32
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Figure 2--Teacher Edition
Solat Enerw Flow Thtaugh the Planet Earth

Eneygy atriving
from the sun
-in the form
of sunlight

'Reflected Sunlight

Energy leaVing the earth
and going off. into space

rect onvers n
ol Thermal Energy (Heat)

a

Evaporation of Vater

Therma1.

(Heat).

'Energy,

Winds and Ocen. Currents

t.

Photosynthesis ; PlantS Animalg

Fosisil Fuels



'FiguFe 2-7-Student Edition



Overview

Backgrdund
Information"

'Objectives

Unit I.; Lesson : Energy Flow Thr8ugh the U.S. Enormity

This lesson examines the flows of energy from the primary sources
through the-various'conversions to the end uses.typical of the U.S.
industrial economy. 'This vcamination of energy flow emphasizes the
conversions-that take place, the form (mostly heat and mechanical work)
ih which energy is used, and the losses or waste that inevitably occur.

The flow pattern in this,lesson has to be interpreted in terms of
the Law of Cdhservation of. Energy.(the First Law of Thermodynamics).
At several places the energy used and energy lost can be added up to
show that the total is the same. This reinforces,the students' under
standing that "wasted energy" does not disappear, it is just no longer
useful to us.

The last part of the lesson dealakspecifically with the flowchartrfor
that part of the.. energy flow that goes into the production of electri-
city since the importance of this iitermediate form of energy is
growing so rapidly.

l'he main background information is contained in the two flowcharts,
Figures 3 and 4. The first of these shows the total flow for.the U.S.
economy, the second selects those'flows that lead anto and out of
eIectfical.generation. The numbers on these diagrans were taken from
1976 figures. They will change each year, but the relative values
change very slowly.

Students should be able to:
1. Distinguish between sourc4a of primary energy and end uses

of energy.

2. 'Explain the-conservation of energy within the,nergy flow
,system. a

3. Explain that waste in the energy system does not disappear
(is not lost) but is notuseful. .

Materials 1. Energy Flow Through the U.S. Economy (Figure 3, Teacher and'Student
Edition)

2. Recording,Sheet for Figure 3 (Teacher and Student 'Edition)
3. Conservation of Energy-Balance Sheet (Activity 6, Teacher and

Student Edition).
4. Electricity as an Intermediate Energy Form (Figure 4, Teacher and

Student Edition)

Teaching Sugkestions

1. _Rave the Solerdrnids discuss the
great diversity of energy sources and
uses on earth. .Looking arpund the class-
roola,;pientify direct ankindirect energy
uses.'5.g. lights (direct use), and
clothing (indirect use).

Commentary,

1. Solardroid: "Say...you...guys...if....
you. . .tase. .star. .power, . . .what. . .

Earthling:

Solardroial

energy...".

"Energy."

"show...
*
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Divide the students into teams. Have
teams line up in front of the board.
Each team has a piece of thalk. On the
boaxxl each team Member will write a use
of energy not already listed by their
team mates. The team with the most uses
(all different) within 5 minutes wins.

4

'Earthlings: Hbve,around the class area
pointing out uses of energy, eg., lights,
heating system,' clock, tells, loud speaker,
etc.

Showand discuss with the class Yigure 3 _ -Draw a line between the two letter AJs. ,

and tell them" that a flowchart such as Cut on that line. Fold the remainder of the

4f

this is sometimes referred to as a . page up.
spaghetti chart. Use as a transparency
or have students' cut the dhart into
fourths..

,

The drawings represent the energy sources Responses:
in the United States.. What do you think
each one represents? List possible re-
sponses on the chalk board. Students may Uranium allydro
latiel the sources in Figure.3.

gs 45 Natural Pas 411 Oil

1
12 &al

The energy from the sources is, at this
point, used in two ways:

1. to make electricity.
2. fuel used as an end use (examples,

,oil for heat, gasoline for cars).

The tio kinds of energy, electricity and
fuel, are used by people for three major
purposes:

1. Rouiehold land commercial (exam-
ples: in homes, apartments,
stores, businesses)

2. Trinsportation (examples: cars,
trucks, buses, planes, trains)

. Industrial (example: manufac-
turing of the thousands of pro-
ducts we usa)

There is also an energy loss from the
Isak.ing of electricity. When the energy
-is used for the three purpoies, sOmpe of
it does useful work end provides useful
hest. However, most of it escapes in
haat form whicii te not useful to us.

T.

Draw a. line betweea the two letter B'a. Cut
on that line. Fold page so only "the Second
part of the chart can be seen.

Draw A line between the two letter C's." Cut
on t4t line... Fold the page' so only the third'
psrt of the dhart'can be seen.

yold the page so only, the last part.of'the'
chart min be Baez:,
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2. Retu9 to the-first part of Figure 3,
energy sources. *These are the inputs to
ihe energy flow through the U.S. economy.

.Name the fossil'fuel inputsl, What fuels
were imported.to the U.S.? Were there ,

any fuels expnrted from.the U.S.? What?
,Use Recording Sheet for Figure'3.'

Of this gr4nd total of fuel input, wtiat
is the percent in fossil fuels?
What does this high percentage mean?

3. What happens to .the fossil_fuels?
Alave students trace.a fossil fuel from
input through the energy flow system to
the output. Refer to Figure 3--Teacher
Edition.

A

-4., UseuFigure 4, Elect,ricity as an. Inter-
mediate Energy Form. What are the forms
of primary energy.that go into the pro-
duction of electricity?

Gas, coal, oil.
Some gas, Oil.
Yes, Coal.

Students may record and total the above in-
formation in part A on the Recording Sheet.

Part B, Rsicordipg Sheet

That we are dependent on fossil fuels..
0

3. a). Choose a fossil fuel (example,oilY.
b) Chnosesan appropriate,caor to repre:

sent that fikel (example, black).
c) Begin at the4rawing of the oil drop.
- Color in all the pathways in the spa-

ghetti chart that the oil goes through
until it is, either waste or useful
outpUt.

Oil, natural gas, coal, hydro, nuclear.

What are non-fossir fuel sources of ener-
. BY? , ' Hydro and nuclear.

Both of these ptimary sources were used
almost exclusively for generating elec-
tricity, which is an intermediate (non-
primary) form of energy.

Look at the Arst part of the electrical
plant portion of Fikure.4. Give the
Nalues for Figure 4 and have students cal-
culate the total amount of primary energy
which 'went into the generation of electri-
city.

What percent of, the total are fossil
. fuels?

Which of the fpssil fuels proVide most
âf our electricity?

Optional: What percent of the total en-
ergy input was used to Fenerate ctri-
city?

5. Largo amounts,of energy are west d in
the generation of electricity.

Part C, Recording Sheet

Oil, 4 + Natural Gas, 3 + Coal, 10 +
Hydro, 1 + Nuclear, 2 20 V

S.

85%.

Coal.

Total Energy for Electricity 20 28
Total Energy 74

5. Solardroid: "That's...terrible! You.%
are...wasting...a...lote..of...the...energy.

.31-
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Have students calculate total EJ going-
into producing eleotricity. Calculate EJ
of use and waste.

Rave students paste pictures frQm bottom
of Fiture 4 in the correct end use posi-
tion. Students may draw an end use of
their own in the empty siluare.

Converting from this-intermediate energy
form into what is wanted at the end is
relatively simple, neat, and efficient.

6. Have students writes rqort letter
(message) to:planet X. In this message

-they will attempt tordescribe how Earth-
.

.lings use energy.
1- .

As students read. their metsaOs al.oud to
the Class, have Solardroids list- all the
diffeient energY uses on the chalkboard.

There are some special electrical uses
Such as. lighting, communication and some
industrial processes.

.....

We...don't...waste...any...energy. Why...da
...you...guys...Want...to...make...elec-
tricity...anyway?"

Part D, Recording Sheet
17 + 2 + 1 = 20. EJ
65% x 20 13 EJ waste
35% x 20 7 Ej use

Solardroid: "Ok...so...electricity...is...
very...convenient..."

Earthling: "Yeah, to use electridity is as
easy'as flicking a switch. For some things,
such as radios and TV's, there is no sub-
stitute available for electrioity.P

Solardroid: "Oh...but...a...disadvantage...
to...electricity...is...that:..it...must....
be...used...1mmediately...once...it...is...
produced."

Earthling: "Yedh, that's true."

CODE: YGRENE
TO: Planet X
FROM: Solardroids and friend Earthlings
SUBJECT: SESU

MISSAGE:

Earthling houses energy is used tote

-.

In Earthling factories energy is used to...

'To Mbve about on Earth, energy is used...

Solardroid: "Most...of...these...uses...are

form."

4.

$
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7. 'Use Figure -3 and the Balance Sheet,
"Conservation of Energy". Look at the
rightThand column of the Figure 3. Notice
that the top pathway here just represents
the waste energy from the generation of
electricity. Give the students the fig-
ures for each pathway leading to waste.
Have them total the energy waste.

Now have them figure the energy use. ,

Look at the whole flowchart again and
point out that in addition to the energy
'wasted in generating electricity, there
is also energy wasted (shown in detail in
the next lesSons) when fossil fuels are
used directly.

Tell the students that'they should be .

able to get thia same answer for the pro-
duction at tbe 1et end.of the chart.
Actual conversi s of energY frftione
form to another re involved herT but
if tbe Law of'Co servation of Energy is
valid, then this answer should be the
same as the othe s.

Ask them to .calc
ergy in the usefu
and in energy was
2/3 of the energy
economy is wasted

ate the percent of en- 4
heat and, work category'

ed. This means-66%,or
flowing through the U.S.

Whap ways might
energy?

try tO use.wiatt

woe

Loss in electricity, 14 + pass in house, 6
,Loss in transportation, 1.7 +-Loss in in-
dustry, 12 = 49 EJ

14 + 3 + 8 = 25 EJ

2 Nuclear
1 Hydro

20 Natural gas. 76 -

21 Oil - 2 Coal export
15 Coal. 74'E3
1 Gas import

16 Oil import
76

Besides the addition' of seven numbers, here
is the problem.of subtracting the value for
the energy of the imported coal.

Energy Wasted 48.8
+ Energy Used ' + 25.4

Total Energy Output 74.2

Total Energi Used 25.4 34%
Total Energy Output. 74.2,r,

1002 (PerCent Energy Output).
- 34% (Percent Energy Used)'

66%,(Percent Energy Wasted)

Solardroid:

the...same..eenergy."in...dutpet..
....hach..in...energy....input. But.
not...all...useabie. .Yo4...really.

Possible responses: Use heat from cookihg
to heat space; use light fixtures that are
cooler; bupd cars that do not waste so much
-energy (morq miles per gallon, etc.)

er
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Ask students to add,the:four values 14 Electricity'lost
given in Figure 3'in the end-use ebnsuPP- 20 'Household 20 Electric energy
.tion column (give studenta these 20 gransportation 54 Direct energy'
and compare

,figures)

that answer'with the sum of 20 'Industrial 74 'EJ
energy used for electricity plus fuel .74 EJ,

'consumed in end uses from Ffgure:4.

The answers are identical because sthis is
just a matter of looking at the sime overall,
flow of inergy split up in different ways.

P.
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wEnergy Flow Through the U.S. Economy
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Figure, 3--Student Edition
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Recording Sheet--Teacher Ediiion
Energy Flow Through the U.S. Economy

A Energyinputs
om% Fossil Fuels: 21 EJ Natural-Gas B Input Fossil Fuels 73 EJ

Subtract
.

Fossil
.

Fuel Export 2 EJ

21 EJ Oil
16 EJ Imported Oil

Total Fossil Tuel Input 71 EJ
15 EJ Coal

Total ifTrEj ,

,

.

Grand Total Fuel Input - 76 EJ

.

,

Other 'Energy
,

Inputs 2- EJ Nuclear
Subtract .

Fossil Fuel Export
- (Coal) .

2 EJ
1 EJ'Hydropower

Difference 74 EJ
,Total. 3 EJ

.

. .

Grand Total Input 76 EJ

.
-

Whaf percent of Energy Input is fossil fuel?

71 .. 96 %
.

.

.

.

74 .-.

i. -

..1r Energy Input
NW to Make ElectricitY 4 EJ Oil

41Totar Energy Input
,

Licl Make Electricity 20 EJ

Waste Energy 13 EJ

3 EJ Natural
Gas

10 EJ Coal Useful Energy 7 EJ
,

.

laltit'percent of Energy Input used to'make
electricity is wssted?

.

.

.

,

13 g 65

1 EJ Hydro
2 EJ Nuclear

Total 20 EJ
.

.-

.

.

Fossil Fuel Energy tnput 17 EJ

20 ,

4.
Whit percent is useful?

.
.

.7 . 35 %

(Oil + Natural Gas + Coal) .

What percent df'Energy Inpiit to mak:e
.*ectridity is fossil. fuel?,

,

11 85 %
. . 20

.

.

.

.

20
.
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:Recording Sheet --Student Edition
.14iergy Flow Through the U.S. Economy

' t.

, .,
A

e

Energy Inputs .

Fossil Fuels EJ Natural Gas El Input Fossil Fuels . EJ

EJ Oil
.

Subtract °

Fossil.Fuel Export EJ
--.--..

EJ Imported Oil____.__
EJ Coal Total Fossil Fuel Input EJ

Total .EJ
.

i
Grand Total Fuel Input EJ

Other Energy
.

Inputs., EJ Nuclear
Subtract .

Fossil Fuel Export -

(Coal) EJ_____EJ Hydropower
Total EJ Difference_ EJ_____

.

Grand Total Input EJ .

.
. . .

,

What percent of Energy Input-is f.ossil fuel?

.

.

74

_

,

.

.

C
Energy Input .

to Make Electricity EJ Oil

,

I.% Total Energy Input
Ror to Make Electricity

EJ Natural
Waste Energy. Gas

EJ Coal * 1 Useful Energy' EI

EJ Hydro _

What percent of Energy Input used.to moke
'electricity ill wasted?

.

13 I. %

EJ NuClear
'Total EJ

,

Fossil Fuel'Eterky Input
(Oil -I. Natural Gas + Coal)

.
,

.

What percent of'Energi Input to make
- electricity is fossil fuel?

,

20

,

.

Ulat percent is'useful?
, .

.

20
-.--

.

..

,

20

I.
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4 Activity 6

Ralance Sheet --Teacher Edition

\

14' tJ LosErin ElectrIciAty
6 EJ Loss in Housing '

t

17 EJ Loss in Transportation
12 EJ Loss in Industry

49 EJ Total Waste Energy

14 EJ Useful Energy'in Housing
3 EJ Useful Energyein Transportation

8 EJ Useful Energy in Industry

25 EJ Total Useful EnergY

Nuclear
Hydro 1 EJ

Natural Gas 21 &I 20 + 1 Iraported)
Oil 37 EJ

Coal 13 EJ (15 - 2 Exported)

74 EJ Total Eergy Input

Mat

74 EJ Energy Input'

114.

74 EJ Energy Output

How efficient is our energy systenaT

Total Energy Utied. 'm IL" .34 %
Total Energy Output 74,_

.-. Energy Wasted
+ Energy Used
,Tocal Energy Output

49 EJ
4. 25 EJ

74 EJ

e41%,

.1

a

What percenr,of Energy is wasted Oant used:by people??

percent Energy Output 100 lt
- Percent Snergy Used ,34
Percent Energy Wasted' LliC!'

I n
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Activity 6
Balance Sheet--Student'Edition

Conservation of Energy

EJ Loss in Electricity
EJ Loss in Housing

EJ Loss in Transportation
Ej Loss 1)1 Industry

EJ Total Waste Energ

EJ Useful'Energy.in Housing
EJ Useful Energy in Transportation

EJ Useful Energy in Industry

EJ. Total Useful Energy

Nuclear
Hydro

Natural Gas
Oil

Coal EJ (- 2 Exported)

EJ Total Energy Input

EJ Energy Input EJ Energy Output

HoW efficient is our ehergy iystem?

Energy Wasted
4. Energy Used
Total Energy Output

EJ

EJ
Total Energy.Used

TOtal Energy Output

' What,percent of Energy'is wasted (not uSed by people)?

Percent:Energy Output
- Percent Enerzy Used
'Percent Energy Wasted

z
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Figure 4Teacher Edition
Electricity as an Intermediate Enerly Form

in the U.S. in 1976

Oil Imports 1.5>)EJ

Oil 33.iiEJDomestic Oil
21.0 EJ Total Fossil Fuels

71.0 EJ Natural Gas 1800 EJ

p.

Natural Gas
21.3 EJ

Coal 2.6 EJ
Coal 12.8 EJ 1 17.3 EJ

.IMMINI.,,,e+1

011 3.8 EJ

klectrical Generating Plants

Direct Uses
, of
Fossil Fuels

53.7 EJ

Natural Gas 3.3 EJ 7--
5.5 EJ, Electrical

Energy
Generated

Hydro 1.1 EJ > 1.1 EJ 7.2 EJ
Nuclear 2.1 EJ 2 0.6 ES

Coal 10.2 EJ

11.8 ES Energy Wasted

Electrical
1.5 El Generation

13.3 EJ

--EJ is the abbreviAion for exa!-joule, a unit.of'measurement forenergy.
The joule is the 'basic recommended metrio unit for-energy and the pre-
fix exa- means 1000,000,000,000,000,000 or 1018. Thus, 71.0 EJ
the same as, 71.0 x 1018 .7 or 71,000,000,000,000,000,000 J

decimals Are rounded to the nearest whole number Ior use on
students' charts.

41

t'
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Overview

Backgronnd
Information

-Objective's

(.1 Unit II, Lebson 1: Electric Lishting from Coal

I.
La-this lesson the focus is on a specific energy flocli The Potential'energy of coal is followed through many conversions, ,s4plementary.energy inputs and losses that occur between the coal-in the 'ground andthe light pioduced from a light bulb. Experience isgiven with effi-ciency and the idea of overall efficiency of a systemjs introduced.

At the present time coal supplies about as much of the primary energyused in the U.S. to generate electrical energy as all other primary en-ergy sources combined. To show the steps required to produce electric
lighting from coal, a flowchart similar to the food system flowchartrs used. It is possible in this flowchart for electric lighting fromcoal to:indicate explicitly onlythe energy input of the coal itself.
There are Other inputs (e.g., energy used to mine or,transport coal).%These are indicated in the flowchart as losses. That is, they Are-
charged against the original energy input of coal.

Between the first,two boxes of the flowchart in Figure 6 the decrease
of 4 Joules (3) of energy represents an input of eneigy needed to minecoal. Between the last two boxes in Figure 6, where electrical energyis being conVerted into light energy, 25 J of energy is lost as heatenergy. This bookkeeping procedure is also used in the energy flow-
charts in later lessons.

Bearding the specifics of coal mining, there are some misunderstandings.
These may come out in student discussions. For instance, the.mammoth
draglines such as those shown in the picture set, Figure 5, are not usedin strip mining for actually handling coal. They, are used to remove the ,ground (overburden) above the coal seam and then smaller equipment isused to handle the coal. StriPdmining Can be done in such a way that
the overburden removed from one strip can,be directly deposited by the
dragline into_Nthk trpnrth of a-previousiy-mined-out ekoughthe resulting ridges can be later bulldozed level, unless special at-

__
tention is given, the original topsoil is buried and the new ground
surface will not support vegetation and serious problems tan,result.Over half of our current production of coal comes from strip mines and
much of the Western Coak which will be mined in the next decade is
close enongh to.the surface to be strip mined.

If coal is to play an import:sltozole in the next decade or so, the
economic/environmental probl f strip mining will have to-be solved.
Other environmental problems such as air pollutiqn associated with cosl
combustion will also have.to.be solved.

'

'-
Students should be able to:

I. List five maig step in the
trically produced light.

2. Demonstrate undeistamdimgo
, and losses of evergy wlthi

flow of ene0 froM coal to elec-

what accounts 9o.r the 'ependittlre
ihis 'system. /

.



Materials

3. (Optional) Discuss the waste products and other--problems as-
/

sociated with each step in converting coal to light.

1. 'Picture set (Figure 5)
2. Energy Flowchart for Electrical Lighting from Coal (Figure 6,

Teacher and Student Edition)
3. Electric Power PlantSchematic Design (Figure 6a)
4. Precious "Jewel" Joule Game inStructions (Activity 7).
5. Game score sheet, buttons, deFks of.cards

Teething_ Suggestions

Use Solardroids to introduce this
lesson.

Note: Suggested script for atudents to
role-play. Students may expand the scene
throughout all lessoOs and write their
own

t'31

1. Ilse set of ten pictures, Figure 5.
They show what is invcaved in obtaining
'electric lighting from the energy in coal.

(Have coal for the Students to elcamine.

Discuss with the class the energy flow
in Flignre 5. Give order of pictures.

2. The energy of coal, is a kind of
stored energy known as chemical energy.
Essentially the burning of coal is a
chemical reaction in which atoms of car-
-bon in coal combine with atoms of on-

.

gen from the air to form the gaseous
substance called carbon diotide. The

amount of heat energy given off by this
chemical reaction is what is meant.,by
the enemfy of coal. See Figure 6a: .

Commenthry

Solardroid:

;

I...have...been...thinking. On..".planet...

X.-we...directlyconvert...energy. It...

is...a...two-step...process. Both...are...
100%...efficient. One...converts...energy..
of...starlight. It...becomes..."YGRENE".
Second...step...converts...the..ygrene....to
,...whatéver...energy...we...need." Your...

I..guess.

1. Students work in pairs tb discuss and
put the set of pictures in sequence.

Some may never have seen it.

.1

There are two pictures for each of the five
main steps in the'energy flow. Appropriate
order,would bed

1. X.(dragline)
2. B (railroad coal

car)

3. C (steam turbine)
4. J (high voltage .

transmission lines)
5. G (incandescent

light)

2." Solardroid: "Oh...
...plant...eats...coal.
lings...eat...food!"

Earthling: "No, not"

1. I (mine-0
2. E (coal freighter)

3. F (power plant)
4. D (transmission
lines with transformer)
5. H (fluorescent ,

light)

I...see...the...power

Solardroid:

Solardrold; Ha 4 out Figute.p.



Ask where there might be energy conver-
sion evident on the flowchart, Figure 6.
Have students mark on the chart where the
conversions eake place and what forms
they take.

3. The amount of energy is smaller in
the last boxes. Ask students to suggest
where the energy goes as well as what
form the "waste" energy takes.

Have students calculate joules in boxes
2 through 6 by subtracting expended or
lost energy shoWn in the small eide boxes.

OR Optional:

v

In Figure 6 there are energy conversions in-
dicatedchemical to heat heat to mechanical,
mechanical to electrical, and electrical to
light. In going from box a to box 4 heat en-
ergy ,(in steam) and mechanical energy (rota-
ting shaft ia the turbine generator) are
implicit.

3. Answers will refer to the energy required
to operate the mdning equipment and separate:
the waste rock, etc. Most "waste" energy
takes the form of heat. Refer to the Energy
Lost and Expended columns of Teacher Edition
for Figure 6.

100 - 4 = 96 6 - 3 = 93; 93 - 31 = 62; etc.

Step2 IA 97% efficient. Ask dents to Box 1 to Box 2: 96% of 100 J = 96 Jcalculate 97% of 96 J. Ask hoi many joules.
100 - 96j = 4 Jare lost or expended in this step. Box 2 to Box 3: 97% of 96 J = 93 J%c-

96 J -.93 J = 3 J ..

Box 3 to Box 4: 33% of 93 J = 31 J
,

The step from Rox'3 to 4 is 33% efficient,
Have students calculate 33% of 93.3 for
Boxj,). How many joules were lost or ex-

.

pended in this step?

. .

Thesecalculations may be done for each
atep.

4. Each of the steps iI enere flow frot
coal to electric lighting,involves two
kinds of waste. .0te is an energy waste in
the form of heat as was discussed earlier.
The other is waste products released into
the environments What are some of the

.waste products and environmental problemt

.aisoeiated with each step?

5. Precious "Jewel" Joule Game(Activity 7)
A fast moving same whichTallows students
'to attempt to save energy. The element of
chance does not allow it to simulate a
real energy flow system, but does provide
the idea of energy expendlture and waste
from prime energy source to end use of
eiergy.

93 IT - 31 3 = 62 .1
Box 4 to Box 5: 85% of 31 3 'al, 26

31 J - 26 3 = 5 J
Mx 5 to Box 6: 5% of 26 J = f.3 J (round to

1 J)
26 J - 1 J = 25 J.%

4. Have student pairs talk about and list
What they would consider to be one problem
for each-step, These problets are in the
right-hand column of the'Teacher Edition for
Sigure 6.

5. Refer to game directions on page '51;

Materials-needed for game:
bdttons
decks of chrds
score sheet
pencils
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. SAVING DOLLARS

6; '1Optiona1: "Saving,Dollars" can'be'
.ussid with. this lesson or, with solar.ener-
gy, Unit IV, Lesson 2. This also makes a
good home assignment. The concepts in-
'volved in'this activity apply to other .-

situations such,as solar heating in '

which paykack"times are longer, but the
annUal sayings are greater.

Intandescent lighting has an electrical
'energy conversi n effiCiency of 5% while
fluorescent lighting has alq% efficiency.

For- exampq, if,it costs $28.00 per yeA'r
forithe elbctriCity to illuminate a kit-
chen with incapdescentjighting, it would,
cost $7.00,per year for,the electricity
'to provide that same amount of illumina-
tion using fluorescent lighting. Whq do
you think this As so?

,Eave.apparatus for stutienpa.,to plug in

-both types of lights (or'locate the two types'
of lights in the school). After allowing'
the lights to be on 10-15 minutes,'check for
heat given off by holding handsj3 cm 'from
each light.
Fluorescent lights do not 'produte much waste

heat, hurn cooler. They will last longer.

AseUme that the ineandeliput andIluores-.
cent.'biAlb replacement cOrta Could be the
same.4*tbe fluoretcent fixture would have
a higher'cost because it heeds to contain
more complicated parts.

4

Assume,that the requirdq fluorescent fix-
tutes haVe an installation priée- of, $50.00,
whlIe the figure is $29.00 for comparable .41p

incan4escent,fixtures. This, means that in ,.

,the construction of a mew house choosing
fluorescent rathei,than incandescent'
lighting would cost $2 .4.:1.0%. re for the

initial installation e-time expense).
but $21.00 less for electricity each yeat.

.1

In a new house, which type of,electric.
lighting would save yoU the most money
over 5 years? 'How much? Why?

When replacing the.incandescen1 lighting
in an existing house with' fluores6mIt
lighting, tha installation price of-the
fluoresoent.lightintwould be more than
initew constiUttion, let's say, .$63.00

.
instead of .$50.00.. What would be the

.46 "payback time" in this case?

),

Fluorescent.
'n

$21N00 x'5 yrs 105,-$2l extraA.nstallatfon
fee $8i saved

/n thil example one year- WoUld be*called
"payback time", When the,itatal costs fot tluo74
rescent and.incandeecent4fghti4g would be
the S4me. Each,yeer after Ahe first'oneqop
_would be saving $21.00 ilyou had chosen to.

. ,

.ha,:i* fluorescent 1.ghting . . -

7

.
,

This's:pad. mike-the payback tpse:three yeirc.
($21.0a.saiiings-Inar yiifor ,3 $63,00

.

is.avings on Y
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, Figure 6--Teacher Edition
EnergvIlow,Sheet for Electric Lighting' from Coal

Energy Lost and'Expended

e96% Step efficiency
Energy expen.ded in
mining, preparation for
mining, land reclamation.%
coal prOceasing

'

97% Step efficiency
.Energy expended in trans- ,

portatiOn of coal by traIn,
ship, truck, coal slurry

33%.5tep efficiency
Energy expended in,operating.
the power plant; heat lost
op smokestick;' heat lost to
thecooling water in the tu'r7
.hine condenSer

85; Step efficiency
Energy expended as heat loss .
produced by eleCtrical resis-
tance in the wires of the .

transmission power line; in
the manufacture and reintenance
of transmisSion towers,, lines,
transformers, etc.

100 3 of chemical
energy in coal which is
in seams'in geological
formations inithe groan&

*

96 J Of chemical
energy in coal ready
for use there or for
transport to another
location

3 J-of-chemical
energy ia coal in the
.storage pile at the
lectric power plant

1 J of electrical
energy (derived from,
burnfng coal), leaving
the power plant

, .

52 Step efficiency
Energy expended to main.tain the
filament of the li.ght bulb,et a
'high temperature:(incandescept);
energy lost as heat to ait

1

26 J Of e ectrical
energy at a home or
other place of end'use

i1.3 J o t

(electromagnet

a

Waste Products and Other Problems

1. unproductive, unattractive
ground surface

2. water contamination by mine acids
3. subsidence
.4. anderground fires
5. fatalitiea, injuries, and black

lung disease among miners

. coal Litter along trans-
portation route

i. equipment
3. right of way requirements
A. water requirements for coal

slurry

la, stack and coolin4 watei heat
losses

2. gir pollution by particulates
and gases from itack

3.,appearance of coal pile
4. fish get in cooling water in-

take tubes

1. unsightly and dangerous
overhead transmission lines

2. peak energy de&nd,paRiods
determine generating capacity
.requiraMents

1. bulb replacement
2 waste heat can't.; a problem in

,
closed spaces during hot weathei

energy
; radiation)

a



Figure 6--Student Edition
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Activity 7
Precious "Joulee

.The Set Up 1. .For 4 to 6 players.

. Use Figure 6, Student Edition, as gamebOatd.

3. ,,cach player choole a game marker (uSe buttons, coins,

paper squares).

4. 'Use a deck of cards to letermine nuMberS.

5: There is no advarii.age to being the'first player.
\

Object 1. Each player starts with 100 Jj.n Box 1._of the Game
'

2. First player draws a card from the deck.
,

3. If the cfrd is from Ace to Ten, the player moves to.

Box 2 and subtradts the face valUe of the card from

his/her 100 J. Use score sheet. Ace = one (1).

4. However, if the'card is a face card.the player may, not

-move to box 2. "'Instead s/he must be placed in the small

side box. 'The player still subtracts from the 100 J.

Vhe,subtracts 10; face cards = 10.

5. A player may get out of a.small box only be drawing

a nop4face card.

6. Players :1)11st-subtract from their remaining joules

the number on every card they draw even those drawn in.

an attempt to get out of a small box,

7. Each player in turn draws a card.

, S. The game continues until each player has successfully

moved through all boxes, 2 to 6.

9. The WINNER is the player with the largest number of

remaining joules.
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Unit II, Lesson 2: Energy Flow for Automobile, Fuel

1'

Overview The class examines a four Step energy flowchart which starts with crude
oil in the ground and etids witha moving automobile. The least effi-
cient step is studied in greater detail beginning with.the automobile
engine and continuing on to its other parts. Other means of transpor-
tation are examined primarily from an energy efficiency point of view.

Background Teachers wishing background material on oil and transportation systemsInformation, may find useful the discussion on pages 23-25, 115-116',, and 138-140 in
The Energy,Environment Source Book, by John M. Fowler, National Science
Teachers Association, Washington, D.C., 1975. For this lesson it is
as that the students' experience in reading energy flowcharts inthe > er lessqns makes it appropriate to put the students more on
the 4 in readinfand interpreting the flowchart on automobile.fuel.

Objectivea Students should be able to:
1. List the four energy conversions in the flowchart for the trans-

portation system involving 'the automobile and identify the least.
efficient conversion process.

2. Identify soma of.the environmental problems associated with
'this energy floW.

3. (Optional) Compare and/or discuss relative to life style the
energy efficiencies of the different forms of transportation.

Materials 1. Energy Flowchart for AutOmolile Fuel (FigUres 7 and 7a, Teacher and
Student Edition)

2. Energy Flowc)art for a Moving.0ar (Figure 8, Teacher and Student
Edition)

3. Relative Energy Efficiencies of Some Kinds of Transportation'
(Figure 9, Teacher and Student Edition)

4. Mural paper, caryons, etc.
5. Magazines, scissors

Teaching Suggestions

1. .Preseni the material on crude oil and
refineries to students and have them pro-
duce a well mural depicting the major
steps in refining oil- The mural should
be done to explain the proceases to
Solardroids..

.Eave Solardroids write a script in which
they are intrigued by the "eating" (or in
this casa:,"drinking") analogy of the_car
using this liquid. They wonder what t is
and hoW it%ieused:

Commentary

1. Mural Background Information:
The crude oil which is found in the ground
is believed to be the remains of both plants
and animals which did not decay in the
usual way. Instead they sank to the bottom
of large bodies of water tens of millions of
years ago, were covered by layers of earth,
and subjected to great pressure and heat.
Over the years this produced the crude oil
whiCh slowly flowed through porous rock until
it was trapped in goals under non-porous rock.

Oil is differeat from coal in ieveral ways.
For example, c4a1 Is roughly ten times as old
as oil and has. had almost-evarything removed_ _
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2., Use:Figure 7. Have stUdents figure
the reduction in ioules Or each process
step. Where is the largest joule loss?

Have students construct
i

an alternative
flowchart based on imported oil. Use
Figure 7a. Use data kin energy used in
tanker transportation and on oil spills
fou0,in the EnergytEnvironment Source
Book', by John M. FoWler, National ,Science
Teachers Association,, Washington, D.C.,
1975.

3. The engine,of the automobile is'where
most of the 74 3 loss occurs in the,last
step of Figure 7. Ask them to suggest
some ways in which energy is lost or used
in the operation of the engine. Poten-
tial expansion to capitalize.on student -
interest in cars may be incorporated here.
Use Energy Flowchart for a Moving Car;
Figure 8.

4. Use car ads to locate places other than
the engine where energy is lost or used
in the operation of an automobile. How
much energy is left in the system to move
the car?

Bring in advertisements fOr cars. Examine
the ads to see where they claim to save en-
ergy. 'Relate the claims to the energy uses
in Figure 8.

except the carbon-atoms from the original
living plants. Besides carbon atoms, there
arehidrogen atoms still left in oil. In

oil these two kinds of atoms are comb4ned
in units known as molecules. Crude oil
is mostly a mixture of many different kinds
of these "hydrocarbon" molecules.

Oil wells are holes in the ground which have
been drilled and lined with pipe through which
this crude oil mixture.of hydrocarbons is
brought to the surface Initially in some
wellsthe pressure is great enough to force
the crude oil up the pipe, but ordinarily
pumping is required. Once this mixture of
hydrocarbons is at the earth's surface, it
goes to an oil refinery. Here the different
kinds 'Of hydrocarbon molecules are separated'
from each other.

2. 100 J - 4 J u. 96 J; 96 J - 12 J 84 J
84 J - 3 J 81 J; 81 J - 74 J 7 J

In the car itself.

3. The friction between moving parts in the
engine generates some of the heat energy which
is removed from the engine by the radiator
cooling system. The enilne exhaust system
removes additional heat ehergy and is the
major heat energy lost.

4. Other important losses are indicated in
Figure 8.

7J.

:Hav,e pairs of itudents'pbuild:a better-Or" 1.

by drawing a fittional car which elimin tes
parts of real cars whith waste energy.,

S3

\
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5. Optional: Transportation means more
than just automobiles. It means more than
-just moving people around. In considering
/our country's energy problems.it is eer-
tainly appropriate to examine the energy

- efficiencies of.the various alternative
means of transportation. .To be most
useful,, a separation should be made be-
tween the tranSportation of people and
of "stuff".

Use Figure 9. Looking first at the
transportation of people, we see that
efficiencies vary depending on a number
of different factors. What factors?
Why-do people make the transportation
choice they make? Produce a list/chart
and pictures of choices.

Despite the more frequent and shorter
trips Within a city to stores, school,
work, etc., the total miles traveled
is greater between citiesand these
longer trips tendto be more energy e
ficient. Why?

Have students in groups prepare three wall
graphs from the inforrikation in Figure 9.

1

Brainstorm about the Future:
When we move stuff rather than people,
what additional types of transportation
are added to the list of possibilities?

\

t

By stretching your minds a little further,:
think of "information" as kind f stuff

--that--:we need to transport, might this
"stuff!! be transported?

ga,

Possible responses: the distance of travel,
a rough classification of this is "within
a city" an:d "between cities"; the load fac-
tor, four people in a car; etc.

Possible responses: not as many,stops and
starts; slower; more turns; etc.

Graphs: place methods of transportation
relative to:
k 1. mostpassengers carried

2. farthest distance easily traveled
3. easiest to use (based on..group's

s rationale)

Solardroid: "You...move...people...to...

places...so...slow. We...can...go...by...

Pipelines can be used to tranSpo'rt oil and
gas (and even coal in the new slurry method).
Wires transmit electrical energy.

SOlardroid: "What...do.,.you...send...now...
wireless?"

Earthling: Radio, Ty, etc.

Rather than using the mail service, it may be /
more energy efficient to send information using/
wires, radio and miCrowaveS, and even laser
light in the new optical fiber systems.

S.

5.5

/'
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Figure 7--Teacher Editionm
Energy Flowchart for Automobile Fuel

41.

Energy Lost and Expended

100 J of chemical energy
in crude oii in the v-ound

96% Step Efficiency-
Energy expended in explo-
ration, production well,
transportatipn to re-
finery by pipeline
and tanker

87% Step Efficiency
Energy expended in,the rd-
finery and lost as heat in
the separation and other
processing of the crude oil,

97% Step Efficiency .-

Energy expended,in the
transportation to service
4stations (Pipeline, rail-
oad, truck) and.in storage

and pumping

9% Step Efficiency'
..Energy exRended in the
engineiape olhet parts
of the:Car

4".

96 J of chemical energy
'in crude oil
at the refinery

84 J of.chemical energy
in gasoline_

at the refinery

81 J of chemical energy
in gasoline in the gaa tan

.

of an auromobaile

7 3 of mechanical energy
in the Motion ,

of the automobile

r,

Waste Products
and Other Problems

Dry holes; accidental
blowouts, fires, Spills;
flaringi imports.

Odors, accidental fires
and explosions

Much less odor and danger
pf'fire than at refinery;
hydrocarbons evaporate and,
add to air pollution

.\

Ehgine exhaust is a maj
cause pf air pollution in

.

heavily Populated areas;
used crankcase oil disposal



Figure 7--Student Edition
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Evaporation

1J.

"tt

Thermal energy of exhaust
gases and surrounding air,
and energy of unburned

hydfocarbons
J

To lights, .

fan, generator,
power steering,

water pump, etc.
2 J'

Thermal Xneiky
3 J ,

AirsFriction

7 J

From
Gas Tank

81 J

8b a.

Engine
(22% efficiency)

. V

13 J

Dtiye
*Transmission Wheels

ang
lirive Train

(80;.efficiencY).
Road and

Tire Fric_ti9n

6 J

t.



Figt 8--Student Edition
'Energy Flowchart, for a Moving Car



Lesson 3

Graph 1:

Relative Enerv Efficiencies of Some Kinds of Tradsportation
(energy'costs given in units of

passengermiles per gallon oi ton miles per gallon)

so

Transportation of People
(per person with average load)

Commuter Train

Intercity Coach Train

Pullman Train

Electric Metroliner

10-car Subway Train

Intercity Bus

Two-deck Urban Bus.

Jumbo Jet (747)

Smaller Jet (707)

STOL Plane

Helicopter

Helium-4ift Aircraft

Proposed U.S. S.S.T.

Automobile
"Queen Mary"

"Q.E. II"

Paddlewheel River Steamer

Bicycle

L

Ira

10
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.\Transportation of Goods
(per ton with average 19ad)

1.

rge PipeTine 1.11111111M1111111111111111111111

nd Barge ToWNIMOMMEMMEMONMIONMO

011ummommummON
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6.11111111111111.11111111

i`

15,000-.ton dontainership

100,000-to Supertanker
, 200-car Freight Train
100-car Freight Train

40-car Freight Train

Turboprop Air Freighter

165-ton Hovercraft

Small Cargo Jet (707).
Large Cargo Jet (747)

60-ton Helicopter

20-ton Helicopter

40-ton Truck

Source:

MIMMOMMOOMMO
MOM
IMO

MOM
IBM

UMMOMMOMOMMOD

"System Energy and Future Transportation." .
Richard A. Rice, 'Technology Review, January 1972.
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UnitlI,Lesson3: Heat Leaks and Heat Engines\

Overview ,An analogy is presented between the temperature in a beated hou
the water level in a leaky bucket. The lesson goes on. to consi
heat losses from infiltration'and by conduction. Student activ
involve detecting drafts and the insulating qualities of differ
materials..

Background
Information

Objectives

Materials

e and
er
ties

The term infiltration refers to the passage of air into and out of a .

building through any openings. Infiltration accounts for about 55% of
the heat losses from well constructed and insulated homes, ao t e stu-
dents' work with the "draftometer" is rightvon target. The oth r home
heat losses are essentially conductive with 24% through the wall ,

14% through the windows, 4% through the ceiling, 2% through the floor,
and 1% through doors. (Although less heat escapes through one s uare
meter of 'wall than through one square meter of window, the total wall
area is much greatpr than the total window area.) Inadequate insulation
can change these percents Considerably and double the non-infiltrative
heat losses. Additional background information can be found in the U.S.
Department of Energy's publication ED141028 entitled:, Energy Conservation
in the Home..

Students should be able to: -.-

1. Identify space heSting as the largest
energy.

2. Describe how heatis lost from a building by infiltration
conducti7 and how to reduce such losses.

,

1. Home Uses of Energy (Figure 10,'Teacher and Student
2. Water Level in a Leaky Bucket Diagram (Figure

can punctured with nail holes, a tub or basin
3. Draft Check Sheet (Activity 8)
4. Challenge: "Save the Ice Cube" (Activity 9)
S.' Variety of potential insulating materials
6. Ice cubes, clock
7. Directions for an Experimet4 on Insulation (Activity 10)

4/
8. 100 watt light bulb in ceramic socket, cord and p
9. A variety of insulating and non-insulating mater als,such as wood,

aluminumfoil, fiberglass, glass, newspaper, heavy cloth, etc.
10. Cardboard box with four openings put in it
11. Four thermometers, masking tape, a watch

residential end use of

Edition)

11; with a #10 tin
and,sone water)

and

Teaching Suggestiona

2.. Use Figure 10. 'After, giving
class an oppertunity to look at it for
A minute, ask which of the uses.in the .

home consumes the greatest amount of
energy. By bow mucL?

Have Solardroids diseuss the problem of
beating a house. .Elo'tha leaky bucket,
demOnstratiOn, Figure 11.

Commentary

- 1.. apace heating or heating the living
arek.in the home uses more energy than all
otheco.W04d..

Solardroid:
keeping...heat...energy...in...your.:Aouses.

78
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Look at Figure 10.again. Which energy
uses are necessities and which might,not
be necessary? Which uses could be
reduced?

Students can draw in other energy users
in the house, i.e., their favorites:
hair dryers, stereo tc.

2. Have Solardnoids show the clads a home-
made draftometer, but not name it. Ask one
of the students how this device might be
used to help locate where heat is being
lost from a house or classroom. Have stu-
dents make draftometers. Checking drafts
at home andiOr in school will demonstrate
heat lossesH Have students record the lo-
cation of drafts on a map of each room
checked, and/or on the Draft Check Sheet
(Activity 8).

The higher water level in the bucket relative
to the outside is analogous to the higher
temperature in a heated house relative to
the temperature outside. The analogy even
extends to the increased rate at which heat
(water) leaks out when a greater difference
in temperatures (water levels) iS maintained
inside and outside.

Necessities: heat, hot water, stove,
refrIgerator, light, washer;
Not Necessities: Air conditioning, TV, etc.
Reduced: ALL

2. The draftometer can be made quiCkly, by
ttaching the shorter edge of a piece of thin

(41.

plastic food wrap (approximately 12 cm by
25 cm) along;something like a pencil with
scorch tape. The hanging plastic responds to
quite gentle air movements and can indicate
air leaks around doors and windows. 'Holding

this device near the edges of windows and
doora, by baseboards, and by eleCtrical oUt-
leta and-switches allows you to test for
drafts or air leakage. It should be clear .

that hot ail moving out of.the house and -
cold air moving in represerits'a heat loss.

/

What might help reduce such heat losSes?

Do Activit;, 9, "Savg the Ice Cube".

4
You might bring'into t he classroom eaMples
of different kinds of wTherstripping and
ciescribe how each Of these and caulking
41.1 used to cut down on heat losses. An
appropriate activity would be to have
studettecheck the air temperature near
the ceiling and near,the,floor at home
and/or at school.

Ask the class ,to suggest the possible
causes of air movement ivide a house.

Weather stripping, insulation, storm win-
dows, d apes, etc.

Probable findings: warmer,temperatures near ,
ceiling and cooler onesnear floor.

People just moving around, the fans in forced
hot air systems, the air movement which re-

,

sults.from warm air risinU in a room because
it is less dense than cold air4.
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,

3. Heat energy leaks out of a WallAe
through the walls and ceiling. In this
kind of situation mbere one side of'a ma-
terial Object like a wall is At one tem-
perature 'and the other side is at a differ-
ent temperature, the heat energy is con-
ducted by the material itself. Poor con-
ductors are known as good'insulators.
Have students do the insulation experiment,
Activity 10.

Solardroida challenge Earthlings to deSign
houses as leakproof a6 those on planet
dents may describe, draw or make models of
their leakproof 41ouses.

Figure 110Teacher Edition
Home Uses of Energy

Space Heating' .57%
Water Heating 15%
Cooking 5%
Refrigeration 6%
Air Conditioning 4%
Li 3%

ion 3%
thes Drying 2%

F od Freezing 2%
Othet 3%

100%

5,1

1

07
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Figure 11
Waser Level inAa Leaky Bucket biagram,
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Anestionel

. N

#.

r.

How. is .the viater in the buckeft like heat 1.4 a house?
.2. What happens when water (heat) is added?.

a

"

".

ft

tr.

-4

ha

-1*
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Materials

Materials

.9

-Activity 9
Challen3e: "Save the*Ice.Cuipe

A-variety of poten
Ice cubes
Clopk

ial Ansulating materials

I.

f. Students bring in any material they wish from home
(they may.share; work in pairs).

2. Student are to insUlUe an ice cube to see who can
keep the ice cube. "alive".the longest.

. Students prepare their ice cubes and record
.the lifeof the ice cube.

4. Discuss: those cubes.who*went ftrst".
those cubes who "lived.longest".

Relate this tei.nsulating problem6.

Activity 10
Experiment on Insulation

time of

100 watt light tulb in ceramic,pocket'
A .Variety'of insulating and non-insulating materials such

as wood, aluminum.foil, fiberglass, glass, newspaper,
heavy cloth, etc.

Cardboard box with four opthlings cut in it
Four thermometers'
'Masking tapg
A watch

" t Gor WiltbAiOur
0F A 130X.
LOVE 'MP

2. Cur WINDCA0S
ON' SACO .

SAE 441)

TOE THEMethierElt
lb TOG fitriTitga OF .

A 4 4 110111A1E1>
WINDOW.

%).

3. 11.>trireteAsruiSULArger"
PviTemALS (imotoi gp.1 FIBERGLASS,
PAPIftjcioni) Own. tutriDov4,
814 mkt). oc Rog

Sa PLACE A LiGiir ft45 pox.
LEAVEON OWN/MINUTES,
tiVCogel IfirlAse ig iumpsectuee
Ar oat- tumulus. CoMPAft -,BIReteftices 71



. 6. Now calculate thp change in temperature for each material,
-

using the'reCording tables below.

7. Decide which would be thelaest insulating materials.
. Explain your reasoning.

-

Mat4kials

Before I.

After .1ae

Change

FOIL ,1111101 ME

Materials

TAL GLASS PAPER

,
....-,...

Before

.

.

. .

. ,

.

, , \

Afttir .

,
.

,

.

.

.

C
-

Changg

i

,

.

,

.

,-

/c

_-

72

FO FIBE -
GLASS

c5
.1

E AL GLAS
'

4.

S.
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Unit III, Lesson 1: Limits of Energy,Resources

I

Overview This lessor distingUisheebetw eenrenewable anVaepletable energy '

resources and-goes on.to lOok at the amounts of the depletable resources
-we have in the U.S. and in the world. The numbel-rof joules of'energy
these depletable xesOurces contain are compared to the total number pf
joules of energy the U.S. will probably use'in the next 25 years.

Background 'The amounts gfven''for the U.S. natural gas and oil resources in Figure 22
Information include .the amouneelcpected from enhanced recovery. 'Enhanced recOvery

makes us,e of a number of techniques, including pumping various things
down some wells in order to get more production from other wells in an
otherwise exhausted field: Figfte 22 does not include oil shale and geo-
thermal as energy resources of some possible siglificance: -However,
optimistic estimates of these resources are 6.1 x 1021 J and 3.6 x 10.21 j

respectively, but in each case 'extensive research and development are
required to' bring these resources into, anything near this amount. . For,

cpmparison-purposes, the renewable solar resource can provide 45 x 10" J
of.energy per year.

Objectives Siudenta should bl'e able to: c *
I. Distinguish between renewable and depletableenergy resdurces.
2. Compare the magnituae of some primary energy resc.urces with

the expected energy use in.the U.S.

Materials 1. Graph of Annual. U.S. Energy Use (Figure 12),
2. Energy Requirementsand,Stsources (Figure.13).

Teaching_Suggestions

1. A Solardfoid can make the 'distinc-
tion betWeen renewable and depletable
resources..

Commentary

1. .Solardoird: Your assignment is to help,
introduce this lesson on the difference be-'4%
tween energy resources which can be used up
(the& is,-are deliletable r non-renewable
and Anergy resources whick are.renewable,

source...used...is...starlight.; Starlight.

not...be...used.'..up...conpletely. If...

..some...tOmorrow. If...there
...was...sapet '.useful...to...do...with
....your..fingernai

Sunlight is like starlight, both are re,
newable resottrces. Hydro energy is re-
newable. But.most of the'energy'being
used on earth today ts non-renewable or.. :

depletable. If and when any fossiL fuel
gets used up, it,is depleted; it is gone;'
iewill not be renewed.

Earth's present use ordepleta blebenergy
resources zitst someday cdtqC to an end.

' b_

2. Use the Graph,of Annual, U.S. Energy
Use (Figure 12). Ask why the use of. eller-
gy has been going up.-

#

"

eaource. Each...Wegk...you,..could...trim..1.
11*

some...more.

There *has lleen both an.incease in the, num
.ber'of.people and-in increase in the amount
of-energy used by each perion:

7



Ask how to go about predictii74-the U.S.
enffirgy use for the future.

From 1850 to 1900, what haepeoed to en-
, 0

ergy use?
,

What haipened from 1900 to 1950?

Not.i students are ready td project wha
might happen in energy use from 1950 toi
2000. Have students draw in their pro-.
.jection on the graph.

Raise these vestions;
. Why are we-talking about net.; and gel-
\ ferent energy sources?,

What are we using now?
What is wrong with just 'ontinuing on

as we are doing?

3. Drilling,wells to find new pools of
natural gas and oil.is an uncertain busi-
ness. Nevertheless, .there is sufficient
infosmation to make stable reasonable esti-
mates of'probable new discoveries. When
,these are,added to the estimated pAuc-
tion left in knoio; fields we come ur with
the following resource figures for gas.
'and oil in terms of the energy they -con-,
tain;

Use Figure 13.

Natural gas resources in the U.S. total
about 1.1 x 1021 J.. (There is'abónt 11
times this amount in the.whole world.)
Have students draw in 11 more blocks to

. represent thetotal wokld gas reserves.
The oil usources in the 1.S. total about

10' , J.. (There is aboUt 15:times
this amount in the whOle,worYd.) Have

.

.students draw in 15 more blocks co-re-
present ,the.total world Oil reserves. A

The estimated total energy use in the 11,S..
"Jar the ilext,25-ye4rs is more than gas and
oil together 'which suplAy'about 752 of the
energy we use today. 'The other fossil
inel is coal and the amountqa thin'enegy
resource is known with greiter Certainty
than any of the others'.. The coal resourees
in the U.S. total about 14.0 x1021

Currnt,energy use would be a good starting
point and looking back in time at the past
energy Ae could suggest a trend for the

A future*
.

MI

It doubled. 5 EJ to 10 EJ

It triple '10 0 Ej

It could uadruple. 0 EJ to 120 EJ

This IS at the heart of our national energy
probrem. Importing Oil is creating economic
And 'pplitical problems. We are

cf

Unning out
pf our own national resources o natural gas
and oil. Me may need to 43witch to,uSing much
mote coal.

3, Students may create a. panel'of !'experts7
on depletable.and renew4le ener y resources.
The panel should inclnde a Solar roid, an ex-
pert on coal, one on'oil,one-op atural gas,
and one on uranium. Each student, fter
having researched'hehis area of expertise,
Will give a:2 minute introduction on the fUel.
and the reason it is needed nos.).

The,class audience will ask qUestions of the
panel menbers. These questions should' be /
directed toward the future use of- eich,fue/:

,

This activity will provide information for
#5, concluding the lesson..

t,

a



t(There is about 10 times Ahis amount in-
the wtole world.) .Nlake sorec comparisons
,in Figure 13. Have students draw 10 more
blocks toJrepresent the total world coal
reserVes.

4. Resources arb of 'interest because of
their possible use in the futUre.
pletsble resource is one tliat we could ryn
out of in the future. Of course, whether

. you run out of something or when you run.
out of something depends ih part onNlow
much of it you use. The 1.1 S. is cur-
rently using about 17 x 10 J of e rgy
each year. The U.S. uses 'one third
world energylrequirements per. year.
Have students show on Fitilre 13 'how much
the world will Use in energy in the next
25 years.if this natd of use continues.

5. Conclude.this lesson by having stu-
dents identify different ways to proceed
if.Wi"Are not sltisfied with the4present.
situatlon'or nOt yet ready to make a
far-reaching decision'.

dr

elk

do

"Possible responses.:

LOok for other alternative -energy sources
(oil shale, geothermal, solar, etc.).

Look for ways to cut clOwn on the amount
of energy

4.

i

1.

1

75
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Total Energy Reckarements
for All of the Next 25 YeaV.s

.1975 to 000
3.1 x 10" .1

!1'

U.S. Gas
1.1 x 1021 .1

.,

U.S. Oil U.S. Coal
1.2 x 1021 J 14.0 x 102i J
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Total Energy. Requirements
:for All ofthe Next 25 Years

1975 to 2000
3.1 x 1021

Aft

40'

U.S. Gas
1.1 x 1021 J

El
'U.S.

1.2 ,x 101 j
,U.S. Coal

14.0 x 1021 J

V.
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Unq 11I., Lesson 2: ...cis!..taripa_41-tut
1.e

Overview This lesson attempts td stimulate students to think about ways to
conservvin use of energy. It begins with each student completing
an Enersy Attitude Survey.. The more immediate reasons forenergy
conservation Are suggested; Energy waste is considered both in.re7
lationship to conversion efficiency andfto the personal desires ofpeople.

Background
Informaition*

Material maybe found in National Science Teachers Association
Fact Sheets 1/9 (Energy Conservation: Homes and Buildings); 1/10
(Energy Conservation: Indusery)'; and #11 (Energy. ConServation:
Transportation).

. Objectives Students should be able to:
1. Explain the importance of conserving energy.
2. . List daily ways to conserve energy.

Materials 1. Energy Attitude Survey (Figure.14)
2. Analyslis.Form-for Responses on Energy,Attitude Survey (ActiVity 11)3. Some Ideas for Conserving Energy (Figure 15).

Teaching Sussestiong,

1. Begin this lesson by having each stu-
dent in the class fill out the Euerd,
Attitude Survey, Zigure 14. Have stu-
dents compile the results of this.survey.
The results can be distributed
.class for discussioa now or during Unit
IV, Lesson 3. Students might want to
give the survey to some other groups
(e.g., parents, teachers, students in
other elasses not studying energy) and
.compare the results of those surveys with Use graphing techniques for comparisons'be-
their own. 'Activity 11 may help you in tween students and adults,: student's and stu-compiling and analyzing the fepponses. dents and Wore and after results.

Commentary

2.- What happens when there is a.fuel
shortage (coal, gas (moil)?

The importing of oil has disrupted our
economy--putting people out of work,
spurring inflation. If we use less en-
ergy we may be ab;eNio minimize the ad-
Verse effects and buy time in which to
come to grips with the energy.próblem.

4

We've,had the problem of factories closing
because of the shortage of natural salt. At.
times there have been long lines at the gas
dtations. There,have also been shortages and'
increased priceslOr other related things
such as fuel oil oil baSed Paints, and
plastics. "

7.-

Solardroid:

such...inconvenience...because..."
-Solardroid Can point out the advantages of
the: dirdCt ednversion process..



Have students fold a piece of paper in
half 3 tithes. Have them draw in each of
the 8 boxes, things made of plastic. Stu-
dents will pass the papers 6-7-8 timep ço

' ,Other-students. On each pass, ask them t6
crOas out a picture of a plastic'object
which is NOT necessary for them to survive.
At the end of the activity, items

-that are left (if any);-discuSs the rela-
tionship of the iteus to oil.

3. Divide students-into teams. Hang a
large sheet of paper on the wall for each
'team. Have students/list ways in which ulg
might reduce the amount of energy we use

. every day. have a/three'or five minute ,*

limit. Do `not dedlare a winning teampasil
the class had lo'ked at each team's itens
.andfland them acceptable.
-l'P ' ''...,.

, VI. varie41 of-conservation measures can be,
Ilaitiab44.in the school by your students,

,Iong term project obtain copies
i.,, Of"fhe-rnthly school 'electric bill,
\heck totisee.if tfie,studentie caminagn has

.ps41bly tleduced the bill:

4. DiS4ss energy6conserviot o ion indus-
try. Students may respond with examples
such as a, b, and c.

(a) Optional: To expand their lists of
industry's conservation of enerb, have-
students inspect flow charts (Figures 6,
7, 16).

(b) Optional: -Have studen list all
the appliances that they e.g., hair
dryers, stereos, curling irons. Take's
count of each,appliance. Are they nec-

.

essary for survival?

(c) :Gptional: Students may goion'a re-
cycling trip, collecting aluminum dans
andhottlise This may bei,dpne on the
school groundS or in the neighbtirhood
-area's.

e

,O

4.

Some .0f.- lheir-s4gestions might be spunk
those-listed in ?igure 4.

* $ " -

Studentei'mai wiih eo launch A CamOftign4ii
sdhoolo-reduce eNergy asse,..i.e.,-turn -off

.

lights when not .needed.

(a) Industrial response to energy cclkSérva-,
tion sugges4ons WaS substantial and -rapid,.
where it could be ShoWn that xeduction of
wasted energY-would result in.greater com-
',any,' profits.- Much Of this .savings was
achieVea bk waste heat recovery, greater use
Of ins4ation, using waste materiaI6 as fUels,
and changeSOin manufacturing proCesses.

..(b) Greater emphasis has been piaded on the
energy effiCiéticyof the appliances being .

produced hy industry. It-is-up to up icon
sumers,.however,' to choose'to buy these mare,,
energy efficianthomle appliinces.; 1;;
initial

4:43
lcost is Often greSte

cost is aencirnlly':lower tbi: Asti
,Of fluorestent versus ineandescent lighttng.

(c) There has-been a modest inckease Id-the
-use qUrecyclingForexa04414,4; pf our
Siuminum:ig now hiingrecycled,:b4.§0Z to
75%.Couid be recydled; About 90% of the en7
eigy requited to produCed S,kilogriM:pf 441-
num Could ba saved with recycling: jhe

,

$ 5
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,,

5. Siptional: A So1ardroid pan make a,
pontribution here '1,y uas.,f a summary
which introduced a broader' examination
of .the Iheaning, of waste eneigy.

r

111

V:tisr

',Energy used unneces rily is wasted. If.
, two metkods for acc --lishing the same

thing are known, does, the extra- erieugy
'used by the leas efficlent method re-

s. pritsent wasted 'energy? For example., all
othek things being-equal in mining coal,
if,.1*thod 4 uses 3 J and method frusass
2,34' limn does method A waste 1.i? If ,so,this means that when a more, efficient'way
of doing sometiling is discovered or de-

' veloped at ;that point the older ways
become wasteful. With so many losses

,

beingshown in the energy flow charts
fox` particular systeins, there is great
opportunity iot 'finding new, ,I;ate effi-
cient ways which' can reduce ihe losses,

_recycling by refil1i4 bottles has al.so en
modest increases with some states passing

, laws to kring it about. It has been calcu-
lated theit in 1972 if all.beverage containers
had been refillable and had been refilled 10 4
t ipLes the §avings in energy woui,d have beert
over 2 _x 101

ted
5. So*zdroid: Discuss the relationship
between energywaste and energy converaiou

'efficiency.
4

"The. .. system.. . for . 1 .the, . . direct . . econver-

sion...of...energy...that...we...Solardroids
...uffe...is...100%...efficiewit. In..,a...
sense...this...means...that: ..we.'Conserve...
energy...completelf.4.and...perfectly. We...
liaste,..no...e.nergy...at...al.1.,..by . dosses
...at...the...steps.. .along,,ser.... euy....
flo.w...systeni....like...hete...on...e i.h..

But...I. ..havd...bien...wonderingg...is...it
.:.fiir...to...call...all..%those. .energy
losses... dicated...enevgy?. a a'

o

1"Ian' t 4 . it . . . true.. . that .... . some. . . losses .. . ,

must. ..occur... in... those. . . energy ... ;how. . q
,

systems? 'For,, ..instance....laisnits1..6it...ab-
so1utel5, ...necessary...to. ..lose...or...use
. ..some.....mvergy.. . in... . the. . .stepe.. . for. ..,
=Urine...Coal? Is. ;.this...energy...truily...
pasted? Is'...'all...the...heat,...energy....
given,..c4f ...at...ay....electric...power...,
'plant ...wasted? What . .-. do . .. you. . . tlaink?4'

..
3 '

0 .
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Figure 14 -

Energy Attitude Survey

1. Is there an energy crisis ,.yes no don't know
'(prohlem)?

2.. Are most Alericans e negyr yes no don't know, --.- .

"wasters"?
-

3. Are Americans 'spoiled" in yes , . no don.'t know
their energy Uses?

4. \.1..\re Americans reluctant to take yes 'nib don t know-_-responsibility ful, energy use
,

in the future? .,

0 Is it the responsibility of yes no don't know
evety J.J.S. citizen to conserve
enekgy voluntarily?'

. Will Americans conserve-energy yes no don't know
only when government controls
are imposed?.

7. Are most:Americans energy yes no don't know
."conservers"?

8. W6uld yoube willing to change
the way you liVe to conserve
energy?

Would you conserve enerly to
savp money?

10. Would you.save energy so that. yes
people 50 years from now can live
the way you do?

yes no don't know

.yes na don't know

%

no don't know

11. 'Do you feel Science and tech- yes d no
nology will "bail us out:" of the
energy shortage? k

12. Do yOuohav4 Any input or parti-
cipation in the energy usage
decisions made by your family?

6

yes
A

don't know

no don't know.

13. Are you going to do something yes
to save energy?

no" don't know



ActiVity
Analysis Form for, Reesponses on

Item Yes

1 gi

Per
_cent . No

.t,

1
ergy Attitude Survey

Per,

cent! Con'X_Know
_ CQ

3

4

8

9

10

13

Tally eaph response for each ite01.
El Calculate percentages for each respbnse.

!

and 5,' Montt
ExaMple: guestion.1, 30 studelts. res na;15, yes; 10, no;know. Yes, 15 50%; No,. 10 33%; Don!t 1C,now, 5 = 16%.

1. Survey your class befOre and after use of this,packet tostudy of energy has bad an effeCt bn students' answers.
.#

2.. Survey othdr.classes.
AL

3: Piiht your results in the'sch001 newspaper.

see, if this

4. Survey teachets and administrators. Compare their responses. with students' respondes.

4'4

's
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Figure 15
Some Ideas for Conserving Energy:

Home/ComMercial:
I. Use appropriate amounts of insulatign, storm:windows, weatherstrip-

ping, caulking.
2. Avoid unnecesp.lary opening of doors and windlowt-.
3. etTurn thermostkts down to 18 C (65 F) cr less'and wear warm

clotflIPS inside.
4.. Set thermostatat 26 C (78 F) cp above during the cooling sea on.

Use an attic. fan.
5. Use only lights necessary for the task being done.
6. Consider_using fluorescent light.
7. Turn off lights and appliances When not in use.
8. Use energy efficient appliances.
9. Do not use,self defrosting refrigerators, inptant-on T.V. sets.

10. Keep frost on rlefrigerators and freezers lesg than 0.6 cm (1/4 in.)
thick.

11,. .Set refrigerator for 4 C (40 F) and freezer for -18 C (0 F).
12. Keep light fixtures'and.radiators clean.
13... Humidify air.for, greater comfort at lower temperatures.
14. pe sure.the furnace is properly adjusted.
15. Set hot' water heater temperature'at 60 C (140 F) 9r less.
16. Use cold water whenev.fr possible.
17. Make sure the water hbater is adequately insulted..
18. Keep good gaskets on doors of refrigerators, frepzergi and and

ovens. 1-1
19. Operate.'Washing machines and dishwalkers with full loads.
20. Completely thaw.frozen foods beforeTlooking.
21. Avoid eating too much meat.
22.. Use flatbottom pans of.the same size as the burner \on the stove.
23. Use window coverings such:as drapery,'shades,"blinde, Outters.
24. .Close fireplace damper when not A use.
-25. Reppir.leky faucets promptly.

Transportation:
.1. Confider walking; ;

2s Consider ,bicycliing.
3. Use and help develop mass tPansit.
4. Remember buses and trains are more energy efficient than airplanes.
5. Use a small, high MFG automobile and.keep it adjusted for efficient

.operation%
6. 'Try to arrange car pools.
7. Organize activities to reduce the lumber of4.rips taken.
8. pnqouragethe transportation of freight by railroads. 4

. .

ridustry:.
1. Support recycling. of metals, paper', and glass. .

2. Stipport the use of refillable beverage container.s.
3. Choose paper packaging products rpther than,plasticS.

0
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Background
Information
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47)Unit III, Lesson 3% 'Nuclear Ehergy

This lasson is an. introduction to the processes timuclear energy
4 . -from mining'uranium to the 'power plants.

p.

Two sources of background material are: (a).National Science Teachers
Association, Energy Fact Sheets, #12 (Conventional Reactors), 013
(Breeder ReactorS),.and 014 (Nuclear Fusion) which are available .
from the Department of Energy, Technical Information Center, P.O. Box 62,
Oak Ridge, TN 37830; and (b) National 5cience Teachers Association,
Energy-Environment Source Book, by John M. Fowler, pages 38-43, 108and

Objectives Students should be able to:
1. Show the energy flow for electrical lighting' from nuclear energy.
2.- Describe the general operation of currently operating nuclear

power plants in the U.S.,

Materials 1. Energy FlowchArt for'Electrical Lighting from Nuclear Energy
16, Teacher and Student Edition)

2.

,(Figure

Diagram of the Nuclear Fusion Process (Figure 17)
3. Note carda ,

4. Diagram of the Nuclear Fission Process (Figure 18 in Report A)
5. 30 marbles
6. Boiling 14ater Reactor (Nuclear Power Plantl Xagram (Figure 19)
7. Large bar or household magnets

, 8. Nuclear Energy Crossword (Activity 14)

Teaching Suggestions

1. Use Figure 16, Discuss steps on the
energy flowchart as in previous lessons.
Have students calculate total jgples for
,each stepoby subtracting lost or expended
joules.. Optional: calculation of effi-
Ciencies.

. ,

7. Solardioids s.tate
:travelers gives them
tions to.report on s
As'nuclear fusion.

Use Figure; 17.

In nuclear enetgythe word nuolle refers
to the structure of an atom. Atmore
massiVeelementary particles called pro-
tons #nd niltrons-are concentrated in a
very small region called the nucleus at
the center of an atom. Different kidds
of atoms have nuclei containing different
numbers of 'protons and neutrons whiCh'
era held together by the strongest kind
of fotcesrinown, When the number of ,

Olat being space
pecial qualifica-

llar,processes such

A

Commentary

1. See Teacher Edition of Figure 16,for
efficiencies and joule loss.

Solardroid: Since you are an extraterres-
trial and have had experience'bumming around
in space seeing thingsk you have been asked
to deScrile what's goigg.4 in stars that
are like the. sun.

Ne...are...Solardroids.
star's...name. Your...sun...is...a...star.
'In...stars...like...the...sun...the...energy

...hydrogen...atoms...coming..:together...in

...a...series...of...steps...and...forming...
the...nucleus...of...a...single...helium...
atom. For...such...a...fusion...type nu -

.atoms...

17



.11, .1

particles in a nucleus is changed, large
azounts of,energy'are ddmetimes given off.

,4

S. '

,

must...be...verY...close...together...and...
the...temperafure...very:...high...which...are

. ,

3- Based on the fopOwing information, a
student discussion centered around nuclear

-4 safety would be appropriate.

*Information from the Energy-,Environmeqt
Source'Book,,John M. F'owier, National

icience Teachers Association, 1975,:

pp, 40-41-

a

4._ 'Set up the room in a :"stations"-ap-

proach. At each cif the five stations '
A, B,.C,.D,and E, have a card with the

,

directiOns and all materialS. Divide

students itc; five'groups. Thgrie groups

Will proieed through the stations doing, ..

all five in th* crass kriod. The teAher
Should give ;he signal when s/he wants the

. .

.
groups to movt to the next station.

3. .*Rektors are carefu4y designed against

failure. Safety systems and back-up systems
anticipate almost awy_conceivable failure.
Safety is also built into the reactor, the'

stainless steel pressure vessel ai-ound the .

cdre will withstand -ismall explosiod,,and
Ate entire core is satounded by a concrete
containmene styucture also able to withstand

small explosions. Finally, at least to date,

the relictors-are reguired to be built at ...

some safe distance from any largetpopulation

center., This last requitement, under the'prea
sure.of energy needs, may be the first to.be

aband9ned... 4

The accident most feared is
..a

loss of cool- ,

,ant, whic_4 would result from a double break .

in thelarge pipes that carry the cooling.

,
'Water to and from the reactor core. It is

unlikgly, but an earth. uake,,or sabotage, or
carelessness,could cauSe it...If this were to
haPpen,the water would be blown out of the
reactor;ty fhe steam pressure. While the loss .

of moderatot..:would phut off the reactor, the

core, because of the high *vela ofradioacti-
vity id'it, wOuld-quickly heat up. Nithin a
feW minutes, it would begin to melt, unless the

back-up emergency core-Cooling operated at

once ant successfUlly. If the core remained

hot, a.ilressure exilosion might occu,,p which,

would ruptuA thecentainment vessels, or it

could melt through them and perhaps melt its

way down 5nto the ground eXhibiting what is

called i'he "China,Syndrome".
It is not knowiiwthat will happen: The

core cdcling is backed 4p by.an emergency core
.cooling system, and tbere is great controversy

as to whether it will work as well At the theo-
retical calculations say it will. It has (for-

tunately) newer been tested,in actual prac-
tice, and it tay never be.,

4. Solardroids staff the learning,stations'

giving instructions; materials,'etc.



05 3 of nuclear energy
in uranium

at the mouth of the mine
4

44.

FigUre 16--Teacher Edition
4ersy Flowchart for Electrical Lighting from Nuclear Enera

Energy_Lost- or Expen4ed

95% Step,Efficiency.
Energy used in tiining and
in'preparation for mining

90% §tep Efficiency
Energy represented in the discarded
material and,used in "milling" the ore

69% Step Efficiency 4.

Energy used in transportation,.'
'uranium enrichment, Pellet prd-

'.-duction, and fuel bundle
fabrication

26% Stip Efficiency
Energy expended.in,operating
the power plant equipment
and heat lost tvo the cooling
water in..the turbine condenser

85% Step, Efffciency
Energy 1,o5t as ,heat which
was,produced-by the electrical
resistance in the wires

'of the tranmission power lines,

'A\5% Step.iEfficiency
Energy expended to maiAtain N

.: the filaulept of the light b411,-
at a high.temperature

(incandes-
cent) but lost as.heat to the air

et

Eat,

etc.

,Q

le

10011.7 of nuclear energy
in uranium-i& in the ground

. -

itt

86 3 of nuclear energy
in "yellowcake,

a somewhat pnrified uranium ore

59 3 0,4, nuclear energy
in enriChed uranium fuel pellets

which aresin metal tubes
and assembled in fnel bundles

.15 d of electriCa energy
leaving the nuclear ower plea%

1. "3 of electrical energy. '.
at a home'or other Illace of.end use

7

0.653 of light 'energy 1

'-v?vehisliewchart is written as if all'the energy in the uranium fuel were converted to heatenergy in the(reactor.
In fact, only about I% of.thisepergy is converted. pnce the ud-'

used fuel can, in theory, be recycled, this,low conversion efftciency.is nct considered-'in this chart. , 4
.

.0.4.
.

VU
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Figure 17
Nuclear Fusion Procgss

,.

a
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Report A

All nuclear power plants in operation today make .use.of a*process

10,

cAlled +clear fission. It involves the splitting of particular

kinds of Atomic nuclei roughly in half. A kind of uranium arm

known as. U-235 s Commonly used. When the nucleus of this atom
,r

is struck by a neutron traveling at The proper speed the nucleus
.

breaks tip to produce two smaller nuclei. Also produced are a

small number of neutrons and a large amount of energy which ip

- shown' in the iorm of heat energy. Each of the'neutrons,which ire

produc can be slowed down or moderated so that they can cause

another 11-235 nucAus to uncthrgo fission. In this way one fission

reaction leads to another'in what is called a chain reaction%

In present commercial nuclear power plants the production of too

many fission reactions at the same time is prevented by the in-,
99.

sertion ofcontrol rods which capture the desired nUmber of

neutrons. Even if the control rods completely failed to function,
)

the ntiolear plants would not produce a nuclear explosion because

the concentration of U-235 is too low. However, if the cooling

system failed and the reactor melted,,the deadly contents.would

inf'ect the countryside.

Tigure 18
Nucllear Fission Process

It



Activ4ty 6,for Station A

Chain l'eaction can be acquired through use of severalgroups of marbles.

Materials Marbles

1. Clupter 5 iilarbles.

2,- Place 6 groups of marbles separately (sde diagram).

3. Shoot a "free" marble at the cluster in an attempt to- strike another "free" marble with one Erom the. cluster.

*

«.

r.

S.

4

93
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Station:13

Work together. Write the numbers of the steps in the energyflow on rigure 19., 1, 2, and 3 are already placed in.the. .reactor.

tide the reactorithe chain reaction starts:

Heat is..qiven off when.energy is produced fAom
atoms splitting.

3. Water removes this heat.

lel: Water bails.

5. Water leaves the reactor as steam.
usp,

6. The steam turns

7. -The turbine turnS agenerator.
,

The.ganerator produces electricity.

9. , Th se'dim condenses intofwater.-
. .

/ The 'w&t(4..is cooled by,outside water.

the

.

11. The water is gimped back into the reactor.

12. 1The water flow begins again.

a
1.-

2.

.

.411
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Report C

Use Yigure 19 the),p deserlbe the general operation of a

nuclear power plant.. 'The fuel fox cuiTent U.S. nuelear

power Plants is,uraniva.,which-has been slightly enriched

-With U-235. TypiCal nuclear powek plants, such 'as-diagrammed

in

-

Figure 19 di)erate at lower stead temperatures, which

means a lower energy efficiency in generating electricity.

Therefore, compared with a fossil_fuel plant generAing the

same amount of electrical energy, a plant produdes

more waste heat energy 1So, 'since a nuclear plant has no

smokestack through -wh h waste heat can be released, the ow:-

denser woling water system must.handle a mucil bigger load.

Activity 13 for Station C'
. .

,
. .

Look at Figure 19. As a group, list four ,"far-otit" uses
for the waste heat of a nuclear,. energy,plants Example:.
Put a green houSe there to use the'heat.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

e

.414
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'Station D

.gave each student in your group ,i5rk on the Nuclear EnergyPuzilê. Hidden 'in the puzzle are 11 energy terms that youcan relate to nuclear. energy., Try, to find as many as you rcan. Circle them as you find them. The- wor.ds go across,down, and diagonal as well 'as .backward.

Acti,vity 14.--Student-Edition
Nuclear Enerw Crossword

N YYGRENEOPL
N EOZFEUNDRU
GURGYPDEGHW
ARCXBJMECNS
..QATLVXITENK
U N0R.EMNMERI
E IPTNA.GSTUB.-
L UI.SSIRONER
B .MEDERNISSO
REGNINIMIFIP RTNEUOIITK
N OISSIFNWNE1
P LWANTP/cOG
SFNETVESNIR
S IO'NRORNESG
N ERYGP,RENUE'
E RTGYFLEUFU
O EUSSW.OAUFE,
RNEIIFISNOL
O EN,0 NNUE,TTR

Which word means "survival" for Solardroids and EarthliAgs?Clue:- Backward and 40ward.
- ,

1 09
97 .
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. t. ,Activity 14--Teachei Edition .

Nuclear Oziergy CrossWokd

YGRENE
"U

R C E.
A L
NORE

A

U.

M*

ti I N M

N.0ISSIF N
.0

N E,
0 R. S

P U

.E t:3P
A

YGRENE -- ENERGY

p.

_
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RePort E

F:usion uses. "fuele which are and will be available for

lions of years. It appears to be.safe and will not harm the

environment. One kind of atom used in making fusion energy

is deuterium. Ene gy is needed to get the deuterium atan and

in addition, monel, and materials are needed to build the

complicated plant and machinery..

Fusion is a nuclear reaction. In A way, it is the opposite
,

of fission. The fusion .reaction combines two vexy small

npclei.to make a larger,one. Whet this is successfully done,

energy is released. Howevsr, the nuclei repel each other.

FdSion reactions occur in the,sun where the riuclei are' held

'together ar very high temperatureS (100 million degrees C),

by gravitational forces. Since this extreMely high tempera-

ture is needed,'the scientists have not found any cdritainers

to use to do the reatiQn in. Regular can, bottles, or tanks

won't work. .

,
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*Acttwity 15--S:tudent.Edition

a 4 Station E ,?A4

-a

of

4

3

Refer to Report E. Locate in.the report and*Iist below three,

.problems that need td be solved in order for people to
/ *

-

use fusion reactions as an enetgy source.

3.
.a

List.three "pluses" that make people want to use fusion

reactions as an energy source?.

1.

2.

3.

a

,

4
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Activity 15Teacher Edition
. Station E

Refer to Report i. Locate in the rePort ano\ list below

three problems that need to be solved in order for people

to use fusion reactions as an energy source.

1. (Energy, money and,materials are neeaed.)

2. (Vuclei repel, so extreme heat is' needed.)

3. (There is no container to hold the reaction.)

List tbree-mpluses" that make people want to use fusion

reactions as an)energy sourad.

1. '(Available for billions of years.)

2. :(Safe.)
4

3. ' (Wont do much damage to-the environment.)

r.
U

r

el



Overview

Background
Information

Unit IV Lesson 1; Solar Home Heatink
4

4 ,

Student experiments involving Collecting Solar Energy and Storing Solft
Energy are l_diluded,in this lesson. A_system for heating a building
4ith solar energy is presented with details and possible motifications.

See the discussion on the two activities, 16 and 17. Information on,
solar heating and cooling May be found in NSTA Fact Sheet #7, Solar
Heating and Cooling.

Objectives Students should be able to:
1. Describe how solar
2. .Explain 40w energy

Materials 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Coljecting Solar Energy
3 styrofoam meat trays,
2 ttiermometers

Transparent plastic food wrap
Water

Black'ink and medicine dropper.
Watch

8. Sunlamp,(optional)
6 9. Storing Solar Energy (Activity 1
10. Cardboard box painted black
11. 2 small metal cans
12, Rubbing alcohol and water
13. Diagram of a Solar Heating

Edition)
14. Activity 18
15. Flashlight
16. White paper pasted on cardboard
17. Activity 19
18. 6-16 cola cans
19.. Heat source
20. Drawing of a Flat Plate

Student Edition)

energy can be collected and stored.
flows through A solar home-heating.system.

(Activity 16)

66stem (Figure 20, Teacher and Student

Teachin$ Susgestions

1. .Solardroid scudents cam do the ex-
perimenti on Collecting Solar Energy
(Act4ivity 16). end Storing Solar Energy
(Activity 17).

The Storing Solar Energy experiment
should be set up so that the cani.are
heating in the box hall'anih!)ur or more
before removing the cans afttaking the
temperatuke measurements.

L.

k

Solar Collector (Figure,21, Teacher and

Commentary

1. Solardroids: "Earthlings...go...through
...so....much...to...get...energy. Looks...
like...a...lot...of....star....enet*. What...

Earthling: "Solfirinergy.- Sol is another
.name for our star, the-sun. Remembet, thit's
why we celled you Solardroids--beceuse you
go on star powers"

Solardrdid:"

you..:use...more...of...old...S ?" .

Xerthling: "We don't hey* it all worked out
yft--bow,about helping us?."
9

Solardroid: "We'll...give... 4sfa44 t

103. "

ION
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Have students Prlditt the ouecome of
.#ctivity 16.- Compare the reeults of the

activity with the predictiOn'... Discuss

,the comparisons.

As the tempdrature of the water in a
pl'ate increases, there is.a more rapid
flow of heat energy our of the plate in-

to the air. The cover interferes with
this heat flow and acts like the glass
or glazing on actual" solai energy col-

lecting 'panels. A wind would make the
effect of the cover more noticeable.

0 .

2. Again have students predict, record
results and make comparisons for Activi-
ty 17 as in Activity 16.

3. Describe a srstem fox heating a house

using solar energy. Use Figure 20i. _nave

students trace the general overall flow
of energy in the system by coloring a
path from the sunrto the air in the rpm.

4. Use Figure 20. Where is the solar

collector located? miy is it there?

The collecter needs to point south.and

up at a particular angle to be 'most effi

.cient in collecting solar energy.,

Do ACtivity 18. DisCover what illoWs for

maximum light on a given surface.

S. The sunlight'falls on 'a black metal f

..isurface Where it is converted into heat

ienergy which increases the temperature '

themetal, Mhat do'you think happens .

next in the energy flow?

Do Activity 19: Discover conduction of

be,te.nergy.'

6; The heated. water 44; pumped doOn into

a water tank where heat energy flows from

the circulating water intothe water in

the energy storage tank.

'

104

In the allecting Solar Energy exParitnent,'
thf plate in theshade wil1 probably not show

much _increase in temp,erature, while.the
doverkd plate.will probably show the greatest'

increase. .

-

2. Water is good for storing heat energy.

3. A. The energy,in sunlight* enters the

system through a solar, collector Where it is

changed .into heat energy.*

B. This heat energy is transported to an
A

energr storage area.
t C. From the energy storage area the heat

istremoved and--
D. Transported as tequired to7-

E. Where it is used to heat a room.
The energy storage area makes it possible to

heat a room at night with solar energy.which

was collected'during the day.

4.- It Ili On the roof where therelis less

problem,with shadows.

The heat energy in the metal is transferred
or conducted to the circulating water with "

which it is in contact. The temperature of
this. wateris thEreby increased and the tem-

perature of the,metaI dicreased;

Solardroid:
is,..going...through...the...energy...storage
...tank...it...cools...off. Why?"

0

Earthling: "It gave,its heat to ehe water

in the storage tank--get it?"
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This cycle'transfers heat energy from 4e
solar collector to the energy storage
atnk. But, what must be true about the
temperaturestor this to happen?

When do these conditions occur?.

.When this in 'not the case and the rgar-
peratUre of the room still needs to be
raised,. an auxiliary system is used.
Practically all solar heating systems
have an auxiliary or back-op system be-
cause this fs the most cost effective
overall to ensure that the house is .

' kept heated at all times.

7. Wheit happpns in freezing weather.?
Wbat could you do? (Hint: Cold,Weather
help for cars.)

:Have students make class,lists of adven-
talus and disadvantages of sol,ar energy.
Accept most entries to the lisi. Let
students take the lists and rank each
item from most advantageous to least .

advantageous in eagh Discuss their
reasons for their ranks.

P P

Solardroid:

...it...starts...all...over."

The metal in the solar collector must be at
a highgr t6mperature than the circulating
water entering ihe solar collectbr and the,
temperature of the circulating water in. the
low passing through the enprgy storage tank
is at a higher temperature that the water in
.the ehergy.storalge tank itself.

When the sun is shining.

Bolardroid: ,"Ok...what...happens...to...the

...heat...in...the".enersy...storege...tank?"

Earthling: "The other loop of cieculating
water transfers heat from the storage tank to
the air in a roomen'exactly the same way as
,the'first loop operates, -The temperature.of
the water in the energi storage,.tank must be
greater than the temperature of the air in
the rdoi,in order for this transfer to occur.nr

The water,mayfreeze. To provide for this
problem some water systems add antifreeze to
the water and other.systeme drain the water
out of the collector when the pump isinot
operating.

Solardreid: "What...happens...im...9ummer7
How...do...you...not...have...a...heated..
house?"

Earthling: "Wel1, we could use yenta."

Advantoes Disadvantages
1. lots of sun- 1., Roof is ugly

.

light NO sun at night
, 2. Sunlight II not, 3. Etc. '

expensive
3. Ete.
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8. Divide into teams to do student pro-.
jectS:

1. Make blueprints of solar heated
house
-Make a model of a solar heated
house (use cardboard boxes, etc.)

3. Make an artist's view of a solar
heated building (to present an
aesthetically positive picture).

4. Make a scrap book of ctippinks
about solar houses apd other solar
.energy uses.

5. Make a solar marshmallow cooker.
6. Sun shower
7. Solar oven

For 5, 6, and 7 refer to the lfollowing
sources:

Paine, Carolyn and Bruce,Raskin. "Energy
for Today and Tomorrow." Learning:
The Magazine for Creative Teaching
(January, 1978): 48.

Merrill, Richard, Chuck Missar, Thomas.
Gage, James Bukey, eds. Energy Piiher:
Solar, Water, Wind, and BioFuela.
Fremont, California: Fricke-Parks
Press, Inc., 1974.

Halacy, D.S. Solar Science Projects
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Scholas-
tic Book Services, 1974.



, .Activity 16
Collecting Solar Energy-'

Materials 3 styrofoam meat trays'
Thermometer
Piece of transparent plastic food wrap
Water Black ink and medicine dropper
Watch
Sunlamp (optional)

1. Fill three identical styrofoam meat trays 3/4 full
with water which is at a temperatir about that of the
air.

2. AV five drops of.Olack ink to each.

3. Cover the top of one of the trays with transparent
plastic fdod wrap held in position with a rubber band.

4. Place the covered, tray and one of the others in direct
sunlight and th d. third tray in the shade.

' t

5. After about 25 minutes, measure and record the tempera-
ture pf the water In each of the trays. Offer explana-
tions f9r 'Why temperature differences observed. (A
sunlamp mAY be sitbstituted for the real sun.)

I.
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Materials

'ActiVity
Storing Solar Energy

Cardboard box painted black oit cOvered with black paper
2 small metal cans
2 t!hermometers
Watch
Water and rubbing alcohol

1. Fill 2 small metal cans; ,pne with water and one witti
rubbing alcohol.

2. Place a thermometer in the center of each can.

3 Put all the cans in a boX (from Unit I, Lesson 2)
which has been painted or covered'in'black and set in
the iun.

4.. Close the box and leave it in the sun for at least half
an hour.

5. Remove the cans-and read and record the 'temperature of
each.

6. After five minutes,.stir each Can and read and record
each temPerature.

7. Repeat again after ten minutes.

8. Repeat again after fifteen minutes.

Discuss: .Which temperatdre falls the-slpwest?
Which material might be the best for storing solar
energy as heat?
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Activity 18

Materials -Flishlight
White paper pasted an cardboard

1. Have a.student hol,d the flastklight as below, keepingit
tn the'same place.

2^. Have another student h,old the paper at differenaangles.

3. You might try to measure the angle of the paper from ear\
perpendicular to the floor.

k

What.angle allows .for\the most light to shine on the paper?
How is this related to\the roof of a solar. .house?



Materials

4

u Ceb
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Activity 19

c tio 10 cola cans.
- at source

1. Fi11 dari with water.

?. Line tlie cans up side by side as shown below.

3. lieat the,water in can 1.

Record,the temperature in can 6 ,(or oah 10) every
five minUtes..

Discuss: Is there a change-in the temperature of the
.water in can 6 (or can 10)?
If SC), what glade it change?

4

1.

.10

A
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Figure 21
Flat Plate Solar Collector

a
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Unit IV% Lesson . Electricity from %lir Energy

Overview This lesson included two experiments, each involving a ,different sys-
tem far converting solar energy into electrical energy. One system is .

a central reeeiving power station in which light is reflected by mirrors
onto a steam boiler on top of a tower. The other uses solar cells to
make the conversion directly. The/Peter Glaser proposal for an Earth
Satellite solar Power Plant is presented as an optional topic.

Background Rather widely circulated artist's pictures show a system with a focusing-
Information mirror-collector shaped like a trough with a central pipe to receive the

sunlight. A heat lransfer material such 'as liquid sodium flows thro'ugh
the pipe in the collectors and delivers the collected energy to a cen-
tral electrical generating plant. At the electrical generating plant
the heat energy in the Sodium is used to produce steam from which elec-
tricitk is generated. This system has advantages such as a capadity cor
short term energy storage and disadvantages such as lower operating
efficiencies.

Objectives

Materials,

Solar cells are also referred to-as solar batteries (an incorrect term)
and as photovoltaic cells.

Students should be able to:
i. Describe two different systems for canverting solar energy into

electrical energy.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

I.
8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Solar Power Tower (Figure 22)
Dowel, 50 cm long
Foam.ball

20 mirrors, 10 cm x 15 cm
Large mtral paper
20 popsicle sticks, tape.
crayons
Solar Cell Powered Motor demonstration (Activity 21)
Solar cell
Motor with spinner disc
100 watt light bulb
Earth ,Satellite Solar Pawer Planrdrawing (Fi ure 23)
Glue,,paper, cardboard, bars,-twine, hangers

_Teaching Suggestions

.1. Show the drawing of a Solar Power
Tower,.Figure 22. This,is a devi'ce Which

11

produce steam from sUnlight. Describe
how the rrori are aime vidually so,
that th reflect sunli the
.boiler on top of the dentra column. Tell
the class that as the sun moves across the
sky tlie position of each:mirror is auto-
matically adjusted; Ask chow tha steam
WiliCheis produced can be used'to make
electricity.

CoMmentary

-Solardroid: "A...bit...large...but...you're
...on...the...right...track...in...colletting
..usuraight-."

.The very same-kinde of steam turbine's dri
electric generators which are used in fos
fuel and nuclear plants make the elecrr
'here. ty

r'
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An important advantagelof this kind of'
central receiver solar power plant is the
high temperatures which can be achieved
in the boiler. These higher tempeiatures
should result in Veater operating effi-.
'ciencies. A plant ter test this design
idea is.being built in New Mexico.

2. Activity 20: This activity deals
-with the adjustment of the mirrors. The
activity could,be done in one cfass per-
iod with onlyaine Mirror check or it
could last a longer part of the day with
more mirror checks.

3. Some of ihe electricity used in earth
satellites is produced by solar cells
which conNtert light directly into eleec
tricity. Solar cells were located on the
outer surface of satellites until so much
electric energy became required that
large numbers of solar cells had to be
&punted on panels which were extended
frail' the satellite lifter launching. Have'

the Solar Cell Powered Mdtor experiment,
Activity 21, performed by a Solardroid
and/or other students.

4.. Optional: Two presentations follow:
a) Solaf cell make-up
b) Earth satellite solar power plant

#

Students could write role-playing skits to
present a) and b).

Students could build models of the pro-
posed satellite-to-be and hang as mobiles

the diassroom.
4

a) Optional: A solar cell may contain
a substance, like silicon, known as a
semiconductor. Semiconductors are so
named because thlir ability to conduct an
electric current is neither good like
copper, nor poor like rubber. When two
different kinds of semiconductors ara
joined together to make a solar cell,
the comnon surface where they touch has
a useful property. This property is the

. production of electricity when light,
after passing threugh one of the semicon-
ductors, strikes their colon& surface.

*44,

114

j.

Have stuaents make a mural size flowchart
to show how they think sunlight makes elec-
tricity in this process. Reler to that II,
Lesson 1, for electricity generator plant.

Solardroids:

solar...energy...directly."

4

"



An electric wire must be\connected to
each of the semiconductors, andtby pro-
perly hooking up theliwirei from many
sofar cells, larger amounts'of electric,
power can be .obtained. the:electricity
produced using solar cells is still about
20 times as expensive as electricity from
fossil duel power plants.

b) Optional: The following is a pro-
posal for an Earth Satellite Solar Power
Plant. Pin earth satellite would be placed
in a synchronous orbit, which means it
would remain above a particular' spot on
the earth's surface. This would put it
about 35,00Q kilometers (or 22,000 miles)
high and it would always be in the sun-
light. Moreover, this sunlight would be,
stronger since it would not have passed

.through the earth's atmosphere. The 4

satellite would conaist of two huge
panels of solar cells about.4 kilometers
(2:5 miles) on aft edge, connected to a
central transmitting station, Figure 23.
The electric energy froi solar ',cells
would be converted into microwaves (as in
(sticrowave ovens) which pass through air
'rather easily. The microwaves:would be
beamed to a microwave receiver on the
surface of the earth and their energy
changed back into electricity'. What pos-
sibIe problems are there with.this
proposal?

A .on

Building something this size in space would
be difficult and expersive. There coul0 be
problems with the microwavebeam it if missed
the location of the receiver.or if birds 6r
airplanes flew-into it. 7'

4
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Figure 22
Solar Power Towey

a
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Activity 20

Materials Dowel,'.50 cm long
Ball (foam)
20 mirrors, 10 cm x 15 cm
Large mural paper'
Popsicle sticks (20)
Tape

1. Push dowel into foam ball.

2. Tape popsiclestick on each mirror.

0 3. Place mural paper,on level ground outside school.

I

S.

S.

41 Push dowel with ball into paper and ground (about
center of paper).

5. Place mirrors in ground similar manner and at such anangle so as to reflpct sunlight on the foam ball.

6. Push mirrors in gxound.

7. Mirror'checks: Every half hour check mirrors and'move
them if necessary in order to keep the sunlight re-
flecting onto thejaall.

8. Hang mural paPer in classroom after all mirror checks.

\Discuss: How many mirror moves were required? How could
these moves be accomPlished without people moving
the mirrors?,
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Activity.21
Solar Cell Powered Motor

Suitable apparatus for this demotstration, if not on hand,
jnay be borrowed from a physics teacher, a student who has an
erectricity experlment kit, or purchased from electronic
supply stOres, or scientific supply companies.

Materials Solar cell (Bell Telephone Co., Radio Shack, Edwards Scien-
tific)
with spinner disc

Lamp with 100 watt bulb

1. ,Aim the solar cell at the' sun.

2. Turn the solar cell slightly away from the sun. Explain
any changes in how fast the motor goes. N100 watt in-
candescent light bulb can be substituted for the sun.

3. Move the solar cell different didtanCes from Ole light
bulb. Explain any changes ih how fast the.motor goes.

'4. Discuss: Would you expect any différenceiLin how fast
the motor goes when the solar cell is pointed directly
at the sun early in file morning, at noon, and late in
the afternoon? Try it! Explain any differehced.
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Figure.23
Earth Satellite Solar Power Plant

Vb.

A
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Overview

Background
InformationA,

Objectives

Materials

Unit IN/s, Lesson 3: The Energy Future
4

The lesson begins with discussions of alternative energy sources.In this lesson each student should be able to tie together all thathas been previously presented. Projections concerning the energy
scene for his/her lifetime'are made.

While this lesson.has a,modicum of the more objective, factual, sum-niptive material, its focus is.on getting students to accePt the ideathat we do have an energy problem. There is soma controversy as tothe nature and details of the energy problem(s) and the appropriate
solutions. For background a teacher needs to carefully examine thedifferent points of view and be alert to the special interests repre-sented in muCh of the material put out for, public consumption. The
Energy-Environment Source Book, by John M. Fowler, National ScienceTeachers Association, Washington, D.C., 1975, is informative without
serving one side or another, especially pp. 85-102.

Students should be able to: 4
1. List additional alternative energy sources.
2. Identify certain aspects of energy supply anddemand,which

s/he believes will effect his/her life.

1. New Energy Resources (Figure 24)
2. Ranking'New Energy Rftources (Activity 22)
3. Non-tossil Fuel Flowchart (Activity 23)
4. Projections of Types of Non-Fossil Fuel Energy Use (Figure 25)

I
Teaching SuggestionS

1. This°Ieison can begin with a consi-
deration of New Energy Resources.
Figure .24.

Use Figure 24 and Activity 22. Follow
with Activity 23.

2. Ask students if they would be in-
terested in knowing whete they willpspend
the rest of-their lives.

.The Solirdroids have been thinking aboUt
their,future and one of them has a final
statementAcvmake to the clads. Have stu-

-dents attempt to-tonvince th,e Solardroid0
to stay/leave-earth in debate 4shion.'

Commentary,

1. Student committee reports may be an
appropriate way to explore energy altAma-
tives with students.

Activity 22 offers a way'for students to'
_rank alternative energy resource's.

Activity 23 allows the Student tO 'lime a
mixture of energy alternatiies.

2 They will sPeild their lives in the future.

Solardroid: Ihe other extraterrestrials'
have supposedly asked You to,make this last
class presentation for-them. _Youe.assignmdht
is-id-express some concern for the future
and attempt to get your claalmates, alao,to
give some, seriods thought to their energY !

futurd.

planet...and. .. ttot. .1.1131.ted. ...SrAtas ..
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now...must...make...a...decision...which...
may...be...the...most...importint...ono...in
...our...lives. We...have...repaired...our...
flying....saucer...as...best...we...can.- It...

on...planet...Earth,...we...see...problemS...
in...connection...with...energy...supplies.
Our...questions...about...the...future...need
...answers...before...we...Solardroids...can
...make...sur...decision...to...etay...or...,
leave. We."..would...like...our...Earthling..,.
friends...in...this...class...to...tell...us

their...lifetipes...please."

3. Nobody knows for sure what will hap-
pen id the future, but most everyone
makes some guesses.

A

The guesses are less certain the further,
they go into the future. After studying
thisvmaterial on energy students should
have a better basis'for.predicting cer-.
tain aspeéts of their future. Ask-what

they see in their future in regard to
'energy.

Go over idStructions on how to use Fig-
ure 25. Suggest that on the back of'
Figure 25 students write any comments or
explanations they have regarding their
predictions. The students could work in
small groups.

4. Optional: If not done previously, go
over the results which were obtained from
the Energy. Attitude Survey. The responses

say be put on the overhead Projector or-
distributed to each student.

Earthlings! Offer responses to the Solar-
droids' plea.

1

What the students pnt down on paper is,mnch
'less important than the fact that theyare
thinking'about their energy future,
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GriAtErMAL

.#

Figure 24
'New Energy Resources

GEOTIfERNAI,

- -The earth's center is a molten mass.

--At places the hot mass is close to the surface.

--Evidence of the closeness are volcanos, geysers,hotsprings.

--This heat can be tapped.

--It can be used to generate electricity.

- -There are few environmental problems with it.
--This energy can now only be tapped where it isnear the surface.

--The search is on for other areas where this
geothermal energy can be reached.

COAL GASIFICATION

,- -Using high temperature and pressure, coal can ,be converted into a gas.

- -Conversion plants need to be near coal fields.

-=toal gas burns cleanly.

- -Pollution problems occur in the coal mining pro-..cess, as they always have.

COAL LIQUEFACTION

--Coal can be converted to an oil-like liquid.

--The technology Is not completely developed.

- -The advantage over coal gas is it can-make
the usual oil products, including a kind of,gas-olipe to run our cars.

133
123
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Figure 74 con't. \

WIND

--Wind is a form'of SOiar energy.

- -It is caused by variations in the tetperature
of. the, air heated by the pun.

--This temperature change causes air to move.

--7Wind doesn't blow all-the time.
/

--Practical storage Fstems are still being

developed.

--Sailors and farmers have used wiild for ages.

- -Will large windmills-someday be able to provide

electricity for entire towns? .

OIL SHALE

--Oil shale is a rock that yields oil when crushed -

and keated.

--One ton of rock may produce as much as 25 gallonp

of oil.

- -Oil shale deposits are located in the West.

--The rock must be Mined.

--To extract the oil large amounts of water are

needed:

- -How to dispose of the spent
is extracted is a problem.

--Vegetation rill not grow on the used shale.

--Without vegvtation, some animals may lose their

homes and food.

rock after the oil.

--Pollutants will possibly be carried to larger
bodies of water.

- -Oil shale processing contributes to air pollution.

PYROLYSIS. OF SOLIWWASTE

--Waste can
products.

--This same

be heated to produce oil and gaseous

waste is an environmental problem.
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Figure, 24- con't.

--This material tends to be scattered in small'amounts..

--The- cOst of Collecting it is a problen.-

SOLAR

--At present thiE; is very expensive.

--Prices will probably geeloWer.

- -There are many problems 'to be solved (e%g.,improving collectors, installing; storage).

FISSION (Breeder Reactot)

--Uses uranium which will probably last 100 year6.

- -Questionable
local safety

--The original

FUSION

.as far as-safety, (for,example,
,-bomb m,king).

coseof a ,breeder-is very large..

--Uses "fuels" which probably will not ever"run out".

--Appears to be environmentally sa:fe.

'h- ,-There is no appropriate way to contain it yet.

--It probc won't be available until After 2000.
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Activity 22

Some-energy resources'are better to.use than others. Some

are easier to get at. Some exi44 in greater quantities
, than others. Each has its positive and negative points.

Consider eaCh of the followin4: (a) geothermal; (b)'coal -

gasification; (c) coal.liquefaction; (d) Wind; (e) oi,l shale;

(f) pyrolysis. of solid waste; (0 solar; (h) fission;
(i) fusion. Determine the plus and minus points involving'

_the use of each according to the-following factors:

A. Technological feasibility
B. puantity
C. AvailAbility
D. Impact on.environment
E- ObVious problems

`..

Ranking New 2nergy Resom'ces

41
n

AP

.

Geothermal'

B

_

C

i

D.

,-----

.

Total (-) To#al (+)
,

,-
,

.

.

,coaa Casi-
fication -

,

.

.

Coal Lique-
faction

....
,

W n. . _

Shale A

.
.

Pyrolysis
of

-olid Waste

.

.

.

, .

Solar_ .

_

Fission
..

i

-

Fusion-
.

'Place either 4+) or (-) in each box.

Milk Order

MOST ACCEPTABLE
0

-1. 2. 3.- 4

4

LEAST ACCEPTABLE

amme.pairMwm

ft*

Should ddecision be macie to only use one of the above eneegy

resource's? Why? What other options are. there?
.
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explanation i
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Activity.23

Draw a flowchart using a mix of new energy resources toprovide heat, electricity, etc. for this house.

Use these symbols:

.

direction
of flow

Prqvide your own symbols as needed.

A

.sun

4

13'4
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Figure 25
Frojeqtions of Tues

of Non-FOsil Fuel Energy Use

4

The first circle representS the total amount of energy from
non7fossil fuels used in the year .1975. Complete the graph
for the year 2050. You may want tojot down your'percentages
on'the table below to make sure they total 100% before
marking the graphs.

When marking the graphs, start with the given line and go
clockwise, giving in order the particular sources indicated
below and labeling each source's slice of the pie with its
letter key. Omit any source you know nothing about or are
predict4ng will be less than 1%.

4

1975* 2050
A. Geothermal
S. Hydro \. 44,
C. Fuels from municipal wastes
D. 'Nuclear, conventional fissiori . /4
E. Nuclear, breeder -

F. Nuclear, fusion
G. Ocean (waves, tfdes, thermal-)
H. tolar hdating and cooling
I. Solar_electric _
J. Wind '

X. Wood and other fuels from
non-fossil plants .

L. Sources not listed aboye
'TOTAL 00% 100%

*In 1975 a11 uses bf non-fossil fuel except Vdroelectric and
conventional.and breeder nuclear energy were less than 1%.
All other energy used came from fossil fuels.
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2050
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1002

302

60Z

502

402

* V. COVIIIIKIIMIT PIIIII=110 CCM"


